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A Plea from Rainbow to Her Family
January 2, 2018
Holy Spirit, You put this letter on my heart this
morning. Please, open the eyes and hearts of parents
everywhere to see their children in a new light.
Growing up is rough, and especially when you don’t
agree with your parents on what you want to do with
your life. Please, Lord, open hearts! Please bring peace
and resolution to this family. Amen.
Well, my dear family, I am sharing a letter with you
that I wrote to Rainbow’s parents. There are so many young people in abusive homes. Carol
and I felt it would be a blessing to the younger members of our Heartdwellers family. If you
could read this letter, and to the parents.
All of you remember Rainbow and how she came to us in such a down-trodden situation.
Needing our help and support to get out of a desperate circumstance. Well, she is out, and on
her own now. But she wants to be able to see her family without being locked down by them.
So, she is reaching out through me, to speak to them.
And the other reason is, she doesn't want something illegal hanging over her head, where she
could be arrested at any moment because she left home. Rather, she wants to make peace with
her family.
So, this is the letter.
Dear Parents,
I am writing this letter on your daughter’s behalf, because she does not wish to be alienated
from you forever. She still loves you, and wants to be connected to her family, but not living
under your roof.
On September 14, 2002, a beautiful child was born to you—do you remember? Even though
she bears the stigma of being an Albino, God has put in her an extraordinary heart to love
others, and even the ones who hurt her. She recognizes she has not always been a good
daughter—but then who of us was perfect growing up? Who of us never told a lie, or took
something? Was tempted in a relationship, or misbehaved? It is part of the human condition…
I certainly was not a very good child. And the more dysfunctional my environment was, the
worse I behaved and developed mental problems.

My mother abused me as a child. She left me home alone during the day and the night…a lot.
And sometimes beat on me out of her own frustration and anger. I can’t say I didn’t deserve it
at times. But my mother was a single mom and almost always angry, frustrated, tired, or sick.
She took out a lot of her hurts and disappointments for her life on me, because I was closest to
her.
When I found myself a single mom with 4 children, I would get angry and holler at them,
because I, too, got frustrated with my state in life and was never taught by example how to
discipline a child in love. Until Jesus showed me the better way. He said, “It doesn’t have to be
this way; you can discipline them without anger.”
Then He taught me how to do that, and our home became peaceful again, because they started
to obey, and they didn’t stress me out anymore. So, I am living proof that an abusive childhood
does not have to be passed onto the next generation.
Your daughter is not a child anymore. Think back to when you were 16. You were way past
puberty. You had someone you cared about—a girlfriend or a boyfriend. You had hopes and
dreams.
Then you had your family life—and had to deal with the anger of your parents, sometimes
unjustly. Sometimes you didn’t want to go home from school, because you knew what was
waiting for you and you hated it.
Arguing, fighting were normal in your house—but arguing and fighting are NOT normal and are
not God’s way. A child growing up is very sensitive to criticism and name-calling.
You remember crying in your pillow when your parents were mean to you or to each other? Do
you remember how they got angry with you for no reason and wouldn’t listen to you when you
needed to talk? Do you remember how they had their own ideas of what your life should be,
and you had yours—and they were different? Do you remember feeling all alone, because
nobody understood you, nobody supported you or what YOU wanted from life?
Do you remember feeling like you didn’t want to live anymore??
And while you were crying and suffering under all this turmoil, do you remember what they
were doing? Did they care about what you thought or wanted? Did they come to you tenderly
and say, “What’s the matter, daughter? I see you are not happy."
Or did they just go on living their turbulent lives while you cried in your pillow?
If you remember those moments in your life, you will relate to why your daughter left home.
Please don’t waste your time blaming others and blaming me. Your daughter was suicidal, and
through prayer and talking I got her to promise she wouldn’t kill herself. That there was hope. If
I hadn’t? You might be standing in front of her casket right now, weeping.

The bottom line is that she is in that casket—though she is alive. That life that she lived at home
is dead. She is never coming back to live that way. Never. And she has Authorities on her side to
see to it that she is not forced.
But fortunately for you, she is alive. And she does love you and forgive you. And she does want
to be connected to the family—but never again controlled by you.
This child you were given is NOT your property. She was loaned to you by God, who gave her to
you to heal you of your past, by loving you. And at the same time, the Lord was asking you to
raise her up, love her, show her the right way when she does wrong.
And most of all, to tell her what a wonderful child she was and how much you believed in her.
That you supported her dreams and will help her in any way to attain them. Isn’t that what you
wanted to hear from your parents, when you were vulnerable and growing up and had endless
fears and questions??
These are the building blocks of a strong and healthy adult and future parent. These are the
things children need as they are growing. Discipline, yes. But also love and recognizing what
they want in their lives. Listening to their heart and encouraging them, even if it isn’t what you
want them to become.
Father, you want Rainbow to become a lawyer. Did you ever ask yourself if that’s what she
wants? Once our children can live on their own, they are adults. Rainbow is happy and living on
her own. She is now entering adulthood. To insist that she is just a child and needs to be told
what to do is to crush all her hopes and dreams to insert your own—that perhaps you wanted,
but your parents forced you in another direction. This is repeating the errors of the past.
Rainbow recognizes that the suicidal thoughts and desires come from being told that she’s no
good. That even when she gets good grades in school, you tell her family she got bad grades.
That completely demoralized her and made her want to quit and die. If you worked hard in
school and got decent grades, you’d be proud—until your father spread the lie that you were
good for nothing and got bad grades. How would you feel? Would you want to even go on
living??
This young lady is tender and delicate. I know she has her times when she loses her temper, but
by and large, she's a very tender and delicate soul. A very good soul. She’s not running with
gangs, doing and selling drugs, or stealing and beating others. Why would you threaten to send
her to a school with hardened gang kids, violent and dangerous??? Why would you consider
doing such a thing to her? She is one of the most sensitive and kind people I have ever known.
And it is shocking to me that you would steal that from her but committing her to violent
inmates in a school that is for criminals.
Mother and Grandmother. How would you feel if you, as a 15-year-old, went out of your way to
make a birthday cake, for your mother and granny. And they looked at you in disgust and said,

“I don’t want it.” Would you go and cry in your pillow? Or would you be happy and rejoice and
sit and eat it yourself??
Those are just two little things Rainbow has shared with me about why she will never go back to
live with you. Her heart has been broken over and over and over again. When she was told she
was a promiscuous good-for-nothing, because she got bad grades… Which was a lie. And no
one would listen to her when she wanted to confide in them. Rather, they would scream at her
and push her away. Deprive her of her friends. Lock her up!
And this is where I enter in. She came to my channel when we had 28,000 subs and at least
5,000 regular watchers and over 50 comments on every message, every day. I had my hands
FULL. But I heard the cry of a desperate young woman, that she could not live with the constant
screaming and being cut off from the friends she had loved.
I saw a young person in deep, life-threatening trouble and I began to communicate with her.
She confided all her hopes and dreams to me and she came to me not knowing what to do next.
I talked her out of suicide more than once. I told her to pray for you and forgive you and try to
do what she was told.
But her dreams never died, and they are still alive to this day. The path you want for your
daughter is NOT what she wants. What she wants from you is her freedom. And until you can
let her go, she will not return to live under your roof. She also has Children’s Services involved,
and once they hear the entire list of abuses from her, they will not put her under that roof
again.
But the entire story doesn’t need to come out. There is another way.
By Trinidad/Tobago law, a 16-year-old can be released from their family into the care of an
adult, someone over 18 who is responsible and living on their own. Rainbow has someone like
that. And it is not me—although I told her if she wanted to live with us, we would love to have
her.
But she loves her family and wants to make peace with you before she does anything. Peace
does not mean that she will submit to what you want. It means that you release her to go on
with her life into the care of a responsible adult. This is what she is asking of you.
Until she is absolutely, legally, sure that this agreement has been reached, she will remain in
her own healthy and safe environment. She asked me to tell you, “Tell them I miss them so very
much, and that I love them. Tell them also that I will visit if the Lord allows.”
And here I want to say one thing. Please do not get me wrong. I am not Rainbow’s Lord. Jesus
is, and He speaks to her and shows her many things. He also talked her out of suicide. He is the
One who directed me to write this letter, so your family could be healed—His way. I am just a
pastor that heard a young woman crying out on the edge of a precipice.

I live here in New Mexico with my husband and my two married sons and daughters-in-law that
help me with our Vimeo channel. What I teach on my channel is to pray, love others and have
your own personal face-to-face conversations with God. In other words, cultivate a personal
relationship with Jesus Christ, God the Father, and the Holy Spirit. I teach how to discern God’s
will and the importance in following Him in your life.
I do not tell people what to do. I tell them to listen to their heart and their God and the
Scriptures and do whatever HE tells you to do.
And another thing I would like to clarify. We are not a “cult.” I am just a Christian pastor who
reached out to help. We have no community nor group living with us. We are an online church.
That means we have people from Nairobi to Japan, to Russia, Argentina, Australia—from the
north to the south poles—that are a part of our online church. They live their own lives, but we
all share our faith together on the channel. So, this is NOT a cult!
To wrap it up, I want to say Rainbow is asking for your trust and faith that she can live on her
own and make a good life for herself. She is a very intelligent and talented young lady, with her
own hopes and dreams. And all she is asking of you, if you want her to still be a part of the
family, is that you respect her desires and release her legally to a responsible party to go on
with her life. She is reaching out to you because she loves you.

Dreams of Enemy Forces Taking Over America
January 4, 2019
Thank You, Lord, for giving us hope. We may actually
overcome this monster. Please help us to pray with
complete faith and trust that You're truly going to
answer our prayers.
Well, Dear Ones - arm up. We are headed for a
confrontation of monumental proportions. This is a
message with a couple different points - it's not all one
subject. But the one thing I wanted to tell you, that I'd
heard about, is that there is a large force of enemy soldiers headed for our border, from the
south. A VERY large force.
And the Lord has asked me to keep you up to speed and tell you what’s been going on. I started
this message with that theme, and I just got the intel about this situation, headed our way from
the south. So, I'm gonna try and wind my way through this message.
I want to address the general situation before the specifics. The Lord is taking all the suffering
He can get from us to protect our President. Basically, He said there would be an assassination
attempt almost every day on our President.

I had a dream about the Chinese occupying America. And I believe in the southern U.S. The
Chinese had landed and killed all our soldiers and were taking over the city. It was obvious that
all of us with homes would be sentenced to death or forced to move elsewhere. No one was
expecting this, it was a total shock.
I have had many dreams about Russian, Korean, and Chinese occupation in our country. They
already own many of our National Monuments, at least that's what I have heard. And then
there are high, fenced areas walled off, with the United Nations signs in areas near national
parks that are now restricted to tourists.
It is an ominous presence we are dealing with now. As of this moment, there is a large force of
soldiers coming from the south headed for our border. Although I was not given the
nationality, the dream about the Chinese taking American territory seems very timely.
Dear ones, we are infiltrated and surrounded with enemy forces who will make a move when
the opportunity arises. As long as President Trump is alive and in office, I don’t sense it
happening. He has called back substantial Army and Navy forces from overseas. I believe it is to
protect us from those who are going to try to invade.
Every day brings a new attempt at assassination.
"President Trump was rushed to the underground bunker Wednesday night as the
marines guarding the White House had been infiltrated by the clay feet, and gunfire
broke out as he was going down in the elevator to the bunker. The Secret Service shot
and killed one rogue marine. All the rest were arrested for questioning. It seems that the
Russians gave our people intel that there would be an attempt on the President’s life
from our own Marines guarding him in the White House. Please pray for President
Trump’s safety."
Before I got the confirmation on this from our military source, Ezekiel was told by the Lord that
it was true.
Just recently I believe Praying Medic said to watch out for January 3.
Interestingly, Wednesday night I was in a very deep state of grief, praying for Rainbow and her
situation. I hurt that night more than I have hurt in a long, long time and the tears just wouldn’t
stop. But I had a suspicion then that some of this suffering was needed for the President.
A little secret. I got jealous when Ezekiel, when he got all the suffering for the President - the
attempt on his life. So, I asked for some, too. Silly me!? No, not really. I do want to back up our
President.
In some ways, I have suspected, Rainbow and all might be a huge distraction to take me away
from the channel. However, Padre Pio came to me very clearly with Rainbow in chains behind

him. And asked me to free her. I know that was properly discerned, so I went the next step
deeper.
All this while, I am seeing things unfolding in the world’s justice system that are deeply
distressing. As one lady constable stated (I think in exasperation after talking to me, about
Rainbow) “She is just a child.”
That really corked my bottle! (Of holy oil of course…!)
I don’t know of anyone who was ‘just a child’ at 16, do you??? I wasn’t. I was ready for
marriage, as a matter of fact. My children were not children at 14. Struggling to find their
identity - yes. But "children"?? No... This approach to children - calling a 16-year-old a child presents itself as a permission to take responsibility for their lives and choices and do what
‘they’ think is appropriate for them.
One of Rainbow’s greatest frustrations leading to attempted suicide was being told “NO” to
everything she asked for. Every freedom she asked for.
"No, you can’t have friends. No, you can’t take that class. No, you can't go outside. No, you
can’t be a Christian. No, no, no.” Where does it end? What does that leave an individual with,
what’s left to them? Certainly not a life worth living.
Well, I don’t mean to rant, but truly this attitude seems to squelch maturity not engender it.
But more than these events, dear ones, I don’t think any of us know the great peril we are on
the brink of right now. And the information I got within the last hour confirms that.
All that needs to happen is that Trump is taken out. Russia won’t waste any time on moving on
America, and neither will China or the North Koreans. The bottom line is that we will be in
chaos with a rogue government hell-bent on destroying our liberties of the past.
I sense we are surrounded by enemy vessels even now. And of course, all kinds of things inside
the country that are being covered up. Supplies, equipment and people, who are actually
hostile. They're plants - for a time when war breaks out. They're in place. I sense we are
surrounded even within our country. Supplies, equipment for war, hidden from us, but known
to enemy forces who are living a 'normal' life here! As well as terror cells who are just waiting
for the signal to move.
The same night I dreamt about the Chinese occupying America, Ezekiel had a dream about
small towns barricading themselves to be protected from hostile forces. Towns all over the U.S.
were going into defensive mode to prevent invaders from crossing their town borders.
I am just not at all secure in thinking we have a lot of time till the Rapture. In all honesty, I
really, on a gut level, cannot feel that settling in as truth. And what is Jesus saying? Basically, we

are outnumbered by praying, fasting, sacrificing Satanists??? That there is no guarantee of one
more - let alone 2 o 3 more years - before the dark side is more faithful to pray for their agenda
to succeed than we are for our side.
So, I feel very responsible to get those of you who are not ready for the Tribulation. And even in
dealing with Rainbow’s situation, I can see how the State is taking over the job of families and
mainstreaming young people into a plan of conformity that could become a hostile to God’s
plan for government.
More and more, Socialism seems to be the IN thing for this emerging generation. If you don’t
think the way they do, there is something wrong with YOU. The ones that engineer these
social/political changes are well aware of the emerging generation, always thinking their
parents are old fashioned and not 'with it.' What they don’t see is that Socialism can so easily
turn into a government juggernaut, with endless ropes of red tape, permissions, delays and
rejections. And of course, partisan motives.
That’s why people in Europe, when they hear of our entrepreneurial spirit and successful
businesses. They look at us quizzically and ask, “But who gave you permission?”
Children, don’t you know how frustrating it is to work with the government? Haven’t you heard
about the lines, the denials, the requests for endless paperwork? My husband Ezekiel still
doesn’t have a driver’s license, because they would not accept the documentation for his name
change when he became a priest. That’s what you have to look forward to in a governmentcontrolled society.
The other night, I happened to see a video on Cuba. Deplorable conditions! A woman with her
children, living on the top story of an apartment building, in a downtown area - with part of her
roof caved in and missing. She couldn’t get permission for the wood, for the worker, for the
landlord - to do the repairs. I think she had been there 10 years and that roof was ready to cave
in.
That’s what you get when you hand over your rights to the government. It all sounds so blissful.
Everyone has everything in common. Equality, equality!! Until human nature and greed set in.
Until favoritism and political favors skew the system to the advantage of their relatives and
others they are courting.
But all over the western world, more and more countries are cracking down on the youth and
mainstreaming them into programs that will produce Socialists. The government wants to
replace families. They want to ration food and tell you where you can plant a garden. Or even if
you can plant a garden! That’s where we are headed. And every day we are being swallowed up
in little ways by this mentality that excludes personal incentive and independence.
We are not ready for what is going to happen to this country. Richard Wurmbrand survived,
because he was a strong man, filled with a knowledge of Scripture and the Holy Spirit. But

when I read and see what he endured in prison camps, the way they tortured him to give away
names and locations of Christian families. Year after painful year - he never betrayed them.
Never.
The pressures on his family were tremendous. His son was expelled from the University
because he would not renounce Jesus. His wife sentenced to two years in prison for her part
with prayer groups and in the underground church.
Richard prepared himself for torture and starvation and psychological operations against him.
That’s why he survived.
I'm talking about Richard Wurmbrand. He wrote "Tortured for Christ" and there's also a DVD
out about him. But in reading this book, I was thinking, 'We are NOT ready for this! It's
happening all around us, but we don't recognize it. And when it takes over, when the Rapture
happens, and we're taken out. And it takes over... Those of you who are not taken in the
Rapture - you need to be ready to face all of these things! Because you'll be arrested. You'll be
tortured to get names out of you, of other people. And unless you really know how evade
them, there will be so many betrayals in the underground church. Especially if you haven't
cultivated true discernment. And you can't tell when someone's sincere and when they're not.
So, I highly recommend that you read this book. And you'll see parallels to what's going on right
now in our government, in this nation. And how they're controlling society, and it's getting
stricter and stricter.
And the whole idea is, these people who are living under this, won't get medical care, food or
housing if they don't comply and renounce Christ.
Are you ready for that???
Lord, have you something to say? We hunger for Your words.
"I have just told you, Clare, that I have put My words in your mouth, and the attempt on his life
was real. And you can expect that there will be more, almost daily. The situation is so desperate.
"My Darling Clare, I know how turbulent and confusing these times have been for you. And I
have allowed much for the situation in Trinidad. However, your President’s safety is at the head
of the list, with trafficked children running closely behind.
"World War III is being held back by a hair’s breadth, and I need all your prayers and sufferings
like never before.
"This was not a joyous Christmas, not like last year. It couldn’t be, because no one in a
responsible position in the government or otherwise could sit back. Everyone was actively
holding back the holocaust that is sure to ensue when the dark players gain access.

"Wednesday night was a CLOSE CALL, and the attempts on President's life are getting more and
more brazen. They are trying things that would boggle your mind to consider.
"Let’s just say that the amount of protection, and the variations on protection, are monumental
- because the efforts are monumental. So much depends on the prosecution and taking out of
power those who are subverting your nation."
And one of my sources believes that Obama and the Bush's are at Gitmo right now. That's one
of my sources. They're not sure, but they believe that that's the case.
"The Satanists," the Lord continued, "are joyfully anticipating the blood bath and slaughter of
Christians who have for so long limited their activities through prayer. But not so fast, Dark
ones. I am still the Lord over this nation and I reward My praying people.
"That is to say to you, Clare, there is hope. I can see it bouncing off of you, and I know the
supreme trial you are going through right now. But I will not let you down.
"Yes, this message is important. Rally your people to prayer and perseverance. Know that the
battle is fierce, the struggles come and go. But there is a faithful remnant standing in the gap
for the unsure.
"And I reward those who are faithful to Me, no matter what the risks. I know you are heartsick,
but I promise you, everything will turn out well.
"Trust Me, My diamond. Listen to the whisperings of My heart in yours. Stand strong and trust.
"You will see the glory of the Lord. Don’t despair. Please trust Me. There are so many dynamics
at work that you still do not understand."
And that was the end of His message. And the dynamics at work' have to do with Rainbow and
her situation. Things we're waiting on.
So, the two points in this message. And I wish I had separated these messages, but the
information came all at the same time, when I was getting this one ready. Is that, if you're going
to be here after the Rapture, you need to be prepared. Because you're gonna hit a brick wall
everywhere you go, because you don't have the Mark. Because you love the Lord.
And the other thing is the urgency of prayer. There is a VERY large force of men headed to our
borders from the south. Right now. So, please. Please pray!
And I think, probably the clay feet are thinking, 'Well. We'll get the President dead by the time
they get close to the border. And then everything will be a lot easier.'

Not so fast! I don't believe that. I believe that the Lord is going to continue to protect President
Trump. And it's up to us to stand behind him in prayer. Cover him.
And when things don't go our way. When we have an accident. When we have a problem.
When we get sick. ALL of those things can be offered up as fast offerings to the Lord. A Simon's
Cross to protect our President and our nation.
The Lord bless you, Dear Ones. And please forgive me for not being so regular with the
messages. I've really had a load to take care of over here. But I think we're back in the saddle
now. So, you can count on messages coming out a little more frequently, anyway.
The Lord bless you and keep you. Let us stand together for our President. Amen.

Defeat Approaching Forces with Prayer
January 5, 2019
Thank You, Lord, for the hope you’ve given us today.
Dear Lord, give every man, woman, and child the
seriousness and fortitude to pray harder than they
ever have, for all that we’ve worked for and saved
for could be taken from us overnight.
You are facing war and you are not prepared, dear
Heartdwellers. But there is hope. With prayer, much
of this can be changed.
The Lord began, "I am allowing this very real threat, and others you are not yet aware of, to
wake My people up. Without prayer, the emerging situations are impossible. With prayer, they
can be overcome.
“I will show My people the strength of My arm, because they love and worship Me, and look
only to Me for their deliverance. I have put several ideas in your heart and mind, Clare, for you
to follow through with on the next message.
“My people of America, there will no longer be sleeping Christians in your nation. You are about
to be hit with a game-changing reality beyond anything ever threatened before. These
thousands coming up from the south are only one part of a 4-part scenario to destroy your
country. Yes, you have four borders. That is exactly what I am getting at. The occupation of your
nation by foreign troops is not just a danger, it is a very likely reality if My people do not return
to the days of old: praying, repenting, and offering as was done in Nineveh. You have been so
secure and settled, you have no concept of what it means to be attacked in your own homeland.
“Everything you’ve worked for—your homes, vehicles, all your possessions—can be destroyed
overnight; your family members can be killed, overnight, by invaders. It is no secret that China

and Russia have coveted this nation for their own. Grocery stores empty of food—overnight.
Gasoline shortages—overnight. Black-outs and the sounds of bombs all night long. You just
don’t understand what it is like to live in war times. It is horrendous and I hate it. But when a
nation does not fully repent for its sins and turn from its evil ways, and Christians do not pray…
everyone is lax and the enemy takes advantage.
“I am not saying this HAS to happen. I am only telling you that the likelihood is very high. The
public is being kept from knowing exactly how dire your situation is. There have been
whisperings here and there, but by and large people do not go deep enough…CNN and it’s good.
“No…it’s not good. It is woefully lacking in perspective and vital information.”
Lord, if I may…?
“Go ahead, Dearest…”
Lord, our President and the people behind him want all these wicked laws stopped. We want
what You want for America, Lord. Why are You abandoning us to our enemies? I thought You
wanted to begin a renaissance all over the world by cleaning up our country and other
countries following suit. And real Americans have responded. Why would you give us over to
them when we are responding to grace?
“Clare… this has been a vicious battle. The effort to turn around decades of infiltration of
godless and Satan-worshiping government officials and their dark plans. Only supernatural
intervention can mitigate what is coming, and that is why I am leading you to call your people to
arms. We have made significant inroads in this battle. But the network of Satanists and Atheists
from around the entire world have united in an unholy union to destroy America—and this has
been planned for almost a hundred years.
“In fact, as My mother stated to you in Florida during the apparitions—beginning at the French
Revolution, these dark plans were laid out.
“They were way ahead of the American people in thinking. Even as the Chinese boast that their
civilization is forward thinking, which it is, but on a faulty foundation. But your people were not
paying attention to what the politicians of the day were doing. They were more concerned with
a healthy economy and recovery from the War.
"In the meantime, the officials being elected looked great from the outside, but were all a part
of Leviathan’s network of evil. And so every time one layer of evil is conquered, yet another
presents itself. China has always been the hidden serpent waiting to take your lands.
“Understand, dear one, that as a people, I have not abandoned you. But you, as a people, have
responded half-halfheartedly. The threat of war on your soil will wake up the ones who have not
taken Me seriously.

“On the other hand, Satan’s agents full of blood-lust and power-seeking have given it all they
have. This threat is necessary to wake up your people. War on American soil is inevitable. But
only your prayers can raise up the bulwark that will defend your nation’s thousands of miles of
unguarded beaches. The nation that once declared One Nation Under God must return to Me—
or there will be nothing left of it.
“The Chinese, who have bled your country dry for decades, now have nothing stopping them
from moving against you. They have lost their grip on your economy and they are sinking fast.
“You remember, in My mother’s messages in Florida? You were shown a room with many
monitors and the Chinese men in business suits were pointing to something and planning when
they would move on America. Now is that time, Beloved. Now is that time. You have also seen
North Koreans on your soil. That, too, will happen, as well as the Russians. It is a matter of
timing and prayer.
“But remember—the Rapture is not far off.
“I am not going to leave you without remedy or recourse. I will guide those of you who have a
heart to listen and obey. I have brought up to you several times in this day the siege against
Samaria and the King of Israel.
Yeah, that's very interesting. That's in 2 Kings 5, 6 & 7. Beginning at verse 24.
Some time later, Ben-hadad king of Aram assembled his entire army and marched up to besiege
Samaria. So, there was a great famine in Samaria. Indeed, they besieged the city so long that a
donkey’s head sold for eighty shekels of silver, and a quarter cabb of dove’s dung sold for five
shekels of silver.
As the king of Israel was passing by on the wall, a woman cried out to him, “Help me, my lord
the king!”
He answered, “If the LORD does not help you, where can I find help for you? From the threshing
floor or the winepress?” Then the king asked her, “What is the matter?” And she answered,
“This woman said to me, ‘Give up your son, and we will eat him today, and tomorrow we will
eat my son.’ So we boiled my son and ate him, and the next day I said to her, ‘Give up your son,
and we will eat him.’ But she has hidden her son.”
When the king heard the words of the woman, he tore his clothes. And as he passed by on the
wall, the people saw the sackcloth under his clothes next to his skin."
(Wow, guys. He was doing penance!)
He announced, “May God punish me, and ever so severely, if the head of Elisha son of Shaphat
remains on his shoulders through this day!”

Now Elisha was sitting in his house, and the elders were sitting with him. The king sent a
messenger ahead, but before he arrived, Elisha said to the elders, “Do you see how this
murderer has sent someone to cut off my head? Look, when the messenger comes, shut the
door to keep him out. Is not the sound of his master’s footsteps behind him?” While Elisha was
still speaking with them, the messenger came down to him. And the king said, “This calamity is
from the LORD. Why should I wait for the LORD any longer?”
Then Elisha said, “Hear the word of the LORD! This is what the LORD says: ‘About this time
tomorrow at the gate of Samaria, a seah of fine flour will sell for a shekel, and two seahs of
barley will sell for a shekel.’”
But the officer on whose arm the king leaned answered the man of God, “Look, even if the
LORD were to make windows in heaven, could this really happen?” “You will see it with your
own eyes,” replied Elisha, “but you will not eat any of it.”
Now there were four men with leprosy at the entrance to the gate, and they said to one
another, “Why just sit here until we die? If we say, ‘Let us go into the city,’ we will die there
from the famine in the city; but if we sit here, we will also die. So come now, let us go over to
the camp of the Arameans. If they let us live, we will live; if they kill us, we will die.” So they
arose at twilight and went to the camp of the Arameans. But when they came to the outskirts
of the camp, there was not a man to be found.
For the LORD had caused the Arameans to hear the sound of chariots, horses, and a great army,
so that they said to each other, “Look, the king of Israel must have hired the kings of the Hittites
and Egyptians to attack us.” Thus the Arameans had arisen and fled at twilight, abandoning
their tents and horses and donkeys. The camp was intact, and they had run for their lives.
When the lepers reached the edge of the camp, they went into a tent to eat and drink. Then
they carried off the silver, gold, and clothing, and went and hid them. On returning, they
entered another tent, carried off some items from there, and hid them. Finally, they said to one
another, “We are not doing what is right. Today is a day of good news. If we are silent and wait
until morning light, our sin will overtake us. Now, therefore, let us go and tell the king’s
household.”
So they went and called out to the gatekeepers of the city, saying, “We went to the Aramean
camp and no one was there—not a trace—only tethered horses and donkeys, and the tents
were intact.” The gatekeepers shouted the news, and it was reported to the king’s household.
So the king got up in the night and said to his servants, “Let me tell you what the Arameans
have done to us. They know we are starving, so they have left the camp to hide in the field,
thinking, ‘When they come out of the city, we will take them alive and enter the city.’” But one
of his servants replied, “Please, have scouts take five of the horses that remain in the city. Their

plight will be no worse than all the Israelites who are left here. You can see that all the Israelites
here are doomed. So let us send them and find out.”
Then the scouts took two chariots with horses, and the king sent them after the Aramean army,
saying, “Go and see.” And they tracked them as far as the Jordan, and indeed, the whole way
was littered with the clothing and equipment the Arameans had thrown off in haste. So the
scouts returned and told the king.
Then the people went out and plundered the camp of the Arameans. It was then that a seah of
fine flour sold for a shekel, and two seahs of barley sold for a shekel, according to the word of
the LORD.
Now the king had appointed the officer on whose arm he leaned to be in charge of the gate,
but the people trampled him in the gateway, and he died, just as the man of God had foretold
when the king had come to him. It happened just as the man of God had told the king: “About
this time tomorrow at the gate of Samaria, two seahs of barley will sell for a shekel, and a seah
of fine flour will sell for a shekel.” 2 Kings 6:24-7:18
And that was what the Lord had put in my mind early, about that whole event.
Jesus continued, “I have brought this up as an example to you on how I move when My people
humble themselves, repent, and cry out for My help. Is there faith among you? Do you wish to
see great exploits as in the days of old? I long to reveal to you the strength of My arm, but you
must hold it high with your prayers, offerings, and sacrifices.
“Your first prayer, and the one you pray throughout the day is, ‘God, save our President.’ For he
is the one who is anointed to lead you to victory. Pray for the protection of his discernment,
because not all who say they are with him are sincere. Pray for the traitors to be exposed and
for him to have a gut sense to know when he is being deceived.
“No-one these days can be trusted in his administration. All are open to contamination and
bribery and being swayed away from him. What many of you short-sighted Americans who
complain about the arrests not being made do not see or understand is the tremendous
pressure against him the minute he moves.
"He knows what the enemy is capable of. He knows about the movement of troops and ships.
He sees clearly what the enemy is planning, each time he takes them down. Another plan
springs up, as if from endless layers of intrigue, which is what it is. He must weigh the lives of
the nation in the balance every time he makes a move. That is why he is so slow in your eyes, My
People.
“But I have given the enemy into his hands, if only you will support him with as much passion as
Jennifer Lopez supports her god."

And I don't know if you all saw that, but the night she was rallying the people in Hollywood to
fight.
“You are not promised fame, wealth and beauty. Only a place in Heaven and a reward for the
souls you drew to Me before it was too late. Most hunger after the worldly accolades, but so
few are willing to remain hidden, giving their all for the love of their God.
“So, what am I telling you? There will be key moments in the events about to unfold. The more
you back Me up with your prayers, the greater the victory. But if you wander off to be consoled
and entertained, your prayers will not prove strong enough to hold back those who are wholeheartedly cursing and destroying this country.
“What is it worth to you, My People? What does America mean to you? Most of you have no
idea what it's like to live under a regime that hates God. But Richard Wurmbrand chronicled his
experiences, and I suggest you get your children together and watch this movie. Know that if
you lose these battles, that is what your life will soon become.
He continued, “Red Dawn 2012 is a violent movie, but that's exactly why the dark side made
that movie. Because part of their code of conduct is to let you know what they are going to do.
Although the Chinese version, for very good reasons, was censored and so it was changed, and
had to be done with N. Koreans, instead.
“My people, we are on a collision course with what has been written, and the destiny of your
nation. History is in your hands. Your children, families, homes, and government are under siege,
and players aligned against you are powerful. Only with My help will you survive.
“Begin now to commit yourselves to serious prayer, group prayer, Facebook live prayer, and
repent for the grievous sins of this nation. My Father longs to give Mercy. He longs to bring My
Bride Home, as well. The outcome is up to you. In His timing, He will unleash the forces of death
on this planet, but how He dreads that moment and longs for a repentant people He can deliver
from their sins."
And that was the end of the Lord's message. And I'm compiling some prayers that I'll post soon,
so that you can pray along with them for our nation.
The Lord bless you, dear Heartdwellers. And thank you so much for praying for us and taking
care of our material needs. We've been able to help quite a few rescue houses for trafficked
children. Thanks be to God. Because of your generosity.

Jesus is Counting on Our Prayers
January 6, 2019
Jesus, lift us up to our knees that we might keep Your
hands of mercy raised high over our nation. Amen.
I was in worship with the Lord, and He was so tenderly
riveted on me, I just melted. He kissed my forehead
and held my face in His Holy hands. Oh, how
strengthening is just one glance from You, Lord! But
that was not enough for Him. He insisted on holding
me throughout most of worship, and with tender
gestures, relieved my anxieties.
I took the plunge into repentance for our country and was soon overwhelmed by the atrocities I
knew we had committed. I began to despair that anyone could pray us out of this mess.
That’s when He began to speak, “Clare, even the littlest prayer and sacrifice help.”
I was repenting for our nation. The school of the Americas where revolutionaries are trained to
topple governments and slay women with babies in their wombs, and slaughter children by
brutally swinging them against tree trunks and smashing their skulls. I was reminded of all the
nations we have subverted and undermined, unseating their leaders for ones who will bow to
American interests.
What came to mind was of all the wars we have begun under one pretext or another. Of the
dishonesty of our police and judicial system. Of the blood crying out from women’s cosmetics
made from aborted baby tissue. Of the graft and corruption, trafficking, raping and killing
children. And the massive betrayals of elected politicians.
All I could do is cry out for mercy. Surely, this nation deserves foreign occupation and worse for
all it has done to the world. I could not even argue for the good that’s been done by true
Americans—so dark was the pit of iniquity I was staring into.
Dear ones, repent for our nation. Her hands are dripping with blood—the blood of the
innocent. Corruption and deceit have turned her heart and soul to an endless sea of blackness
reaching all the way to the pit of Hell.
We deserve so much more for our sins, but we still must look to God’s mercy.
As I contemplated the enormity of our sins as a nation, I thought to myself, 'An eternity of
prayers couldn’t erase this blackness!'
That is when I heard Lord Jesus say, “Clare, even the littlest prayer and sacrifice help.”

Heartdwellers, we are truly at a critical turning point. Certain prominent politicians tied to
former presidential roles have not been heard from on Twitter. Are they in Gitmo? There are
rumors. I don’t know, but they are desperate to kill President Trump and take over the
country—desperate. The Lord said to expect an attempt on Donald’s life almost every single
day.
And what I wanted to say is, I've been looking for confirmation on this mass of fighters coming
up from Honduras. And I haven't been able to find anything. But still, I trust my source.
According to my source, the enemy soldiers could be on our doorstep before the end of this
month or sooner, from the 15th of January to the first of February is a good window of time,
considering where they are and how they are moving.
Is this why President Trump brought all the troops back, as well as the Navy and Air force?
Please do not be overly dismayed at this, because according this source, we can get this. We
have the technology and manpower to take care of this.
But what is lurking in the Gulf of Mexico, on the Eastern seaboard, on the West coast is still an
undetermined threat. Still, our black opps and others who work in more hidden ways are not
stupid. If we know about these things, they knew about them months ago.
And the President is a very capable leader. But we still need to pray!
Another thing my source said was that this operation about to be launched has been planned a
very, very long time ago. And these immigrants running from Communist forces in Honduras
are just a cover for what is coming. But the Lord is no fool. He has this if we pray. Our prayers
hold His hands high. Our repentance for the atrocities and genocides our nation has done to
other countries clear the way for mercy.
We will stand fast in prayer, covering—no, SMOTHERING our President and our nation in
prayers for his safety.
Lord, have you something to say to us?
Jesus began, “I want you to know that I am counting on your faithful prayers to subdue these
potential crises. That I draw heavily upon your prayers and offerings, and I am pleased that you
are repenting for your nation. Even if there were only a few praying, it would still make a
difference. But there are multitudes praying, Clare. And when all added together, it is quite a
force to be reckoned with.
“Keep up the good work, Heartdwellers. Very simply stated, you have no idea how much My
Father honors your prayers. You are a force to be reckoned with. That is why it seems like you
are always under attack. You are My True Bride and oh, how blessed you will be in Heaven.”

A Letter From Jesus to Young Men & Women
January 7, 2019
Good morning, Heartdweller Family. Clare received a
message yesterday from the Lord, given specifically to
our young people, and she asked me to share that
with you all today.
She began: My precious young people, youth is a very
difficult time to balance, because hormones are taking
over in your body and causing you to be unstable
emotionally, and not able to think clearly. When
everyone seems to be against you, remember: God is FOR you. Your first reaction is to fly off
the handle and start complaining and pointing the finger, saying just how unjust so and so is.
But God has a better way.
Jesus began, “May I say, you are in the flesh? I have covered you. I will infuse you with
knowledge and wisdom beyond your years if you will get ahold of yourselves, calm down, and
then seek My Face. Seek My wisdom. I have given you a Bible full of wisdom. I have given you a
Bible Promises filled with wisdom. Yet still you prefer to get worked up, flex your muscles and
get upset, angry, insecure—even desperate.
“No, My precious ones. You mustn’t act this way! When you are troubled and threatened,
number one, cry out to Me, ‘Jesus! Save Me!’ And then sit and wait quietly, pray from your
heart, pour out your fears and hurts. I am here to listen to all. I knew this sucker punch was
coming, way before it hit you in the head. Now I want to guide you out of your confusion,
anxiety, and thoughtless reactions.
“I have the remedy, and it is in My Word if you will actively seek it. Do you think it is a
coincidence when I open a Bible to a certain page for you to read? Do you think My arm is so
short I cannot descend from Heaven and make your fingers move to the right page? How silly of
you to have so little trust in Me.
“The first thing I want to do when you are hurt is say, ‘Come here, Son. Come, Daughter. Let Me
hold you.’ The second thing is to make you feel My Peace and My extreme love for you. The third
thing I want to do is show you the way out. My Word is a light onto your feet and a torch unto
your path. I will illuminate and guide you, but first you must become still and quiet. Let Me help
you sort it out.
“Don’t you know, I have plenty of experience with unexpected sucker punches? When the
synagogue leaders tried to throw Me over the brow of my own town of Nazareth. When the
Pharisees accused and questioned Me in the Temple. When I stood before Pilate. When I
received 40 lashes. When I climbed Calvary… Don’t you know that in those moments I, too, was
facing the explosive anger of My enemies? And I, too, was being taunted and reviled?

“But I did not react. I sought the heart of My Father, and spoke what He wanted Me to speak—
not what My flesh may have wanted to do or say.
“So, if I can navigate those things, surely I can help you navigate your challenges and tests of
faith. So please, My young adults, please. When you are deeply hurt, stop and listen for My
voice. Reach out for My arms. I will quiet your soul and speak to your heart, even through the
Scriptures.
“When they revile you, they revile Me. When they throw stones at you, they hit Me. I stand
beside you and bleed when you are being injured. I partake of your suffering, and I guide you in
the way you should go. A way in which, someday, all will be ratified before the Tribunal of God,
and you will be glorified with the glory My Father gave Me.
“You are My sons and daughters. Therefore, you must reflect Me. Stop. Come to Me. Let me
hold and guide you. Then you can wipe the blood and spittle off My face, even as I have wiped it
from yours.
“I love you so very deeply. It grieves Me to see injustice. And once more, those who cast stones
unfortunately should be the ones upon which the stones are heaped, because their sins are not
invisible to Me. I know each one, and they that condemn are those who should be condemned.
"Yet I did not come into the world to condemn it, but to save it.
“Forgive and release all bitterness. Then take My hand and walk with Me.”
And that was the end of the Lord's message.
But I would add to you, too, Heartdwellers this morning. We have been working a very long
time it seems, on a book on Healing that we've written. Compiled from the messages on the
Channel. We've titled it When God Heals, and When He Doesn’t.
Now, it is still NOT available for physical sale on Amazon or anywhere We've come against
roadblock over roadblock for that. We are trying very hard to work it out! But we HAVE made it
available to you as a PDF from our Heartdwellers.org website. You can look for it there, right on
the front page—Mike has it posted. And you can feel free, please, to download it and read it
from there. There's a link, if you click on it, it'll take you right to the PDF, and you can download
it then.
With the Lord’s help, I know, we are still going to get the way cleared to publish it physically,
and when that happens, we’ll let you all know. But this is something we can offer to you in the
meantime.

Act in Obedience; Leave the Results to Me
January 8, 2019
Thank You, Lord Jesus, for helping me to understand
these crosscurrents all around us that change from day
to day and leave us feeling unsettled and insecure.
Amen.
Heartdwellers… your prayers are working. Since we
last talked, the Chinese have been withdrawing from
this massive crowd headed towards us. When the
President announced the Ohio-class subs and how they could destroy China within minutes,
things started to de-escalate, even though the President of China told his people to prepare for
war.
And from what I understand now, it is Hondurans and Mexicans headed for our borders under
the pretext of wanting asylum. However, mixed in with these are Al Qaeda, drug cartel soldiers,
other terror groups from the Mideast and special operatives organizing and working to foment
chaos at the U.S. Border.
Your prayers are working. The Lord just said it in a very loud voice, “DO NOT STOP PRAYING.”
Jesus began, “The danger is grave and there is more than one situation brewing, Clare. You have
very limited information, because I do not want you focusing on this. The fact that all are
praying for the safety of the President and against war is making a significant difference.
“My precious Bride, how I long to hold you tenderly and tell you not to fear! That all will be
okay. But I need your prayers and trust right now, and I cannot release you from the heavy yoke
of intercession. But I can tell you, that IF you continue to respond with serious prayer for your
nation, there is MUCH hope; very much hope. But we cannot for a moment afford to let our
guard down.
“Clare, I have heard your laments about not being able to work on music, and I want you to
know I hear and understand your intention. And I also know the burden of opposition and
unbelief you have faced from several sources.
“I have not misinformed you. You are not circulating unsubstantiated rumors. You are not
deceived. In fact, you are right at the very edge of what is truly going on, yet you are limited in
scope, because I do not want you entrenched in this drama."
Boy, that's so easy for me to do, guys. You know how I am.
The Lord continued, "I have given the Heartdwellers just enough information to know it is
serious and I need serious prayer. I don’t want to go any further than that. I have also given

other groups information so they could pray, and all of you who are obedient are overlapping
and covering situations that could cause WWIII.
“Your President is a very gutsy guy who has deliberately done what is right and provoked these
world powers. He was correct in doing that. It forced to the surface things that were lurking. It
called the question: lots of talk and posturing, but let’s get down to brass tacks. And now he is
hated even more by those who have been corrupt and dishonest in their dealings with America.
“I have watched this corruption on levels you will never fathom, for decades. And before we can
build, we must dismantle the oppression that has gained power over your country.
“This is risky, because without the prayer backup, the whole thing could come tumbling down.
But because of the obedience of key officials, who have risked their lives for this country, and
because of your prayers, we are seeing good progress. But what can I say? There is SO much
darkness. SO much.
“And for this reason, I must keep you all pushing into new territory in prayer. It is so easy to fall
asleep once you are comfortable. So easy. So, I must continually motivate you and other
Heartdwellers to be acutely aware that they are in a war that could go either way at any
moment.
"So far, prayer and obedience has thwarted the plans of the enemy. But we cannot afford to let
up. We must, still, press in.
“I cannot guarantee you anything. I can only say this is possible with much prayer and vigilance.
I want to say it will all work out and set back the Clay Feet, but certain key situations must come
to pass before that is secure. People all over the world are longing for peace and I hear their
cries every day. But you all know what must come to pass in the book of Revelation. And your
prayers are pushing the timetable back a year or two, because we still have many souls to
touch.
“My dearest Clare. I know how you and others feel about the promises and threats, constantly
teetering back and forth—and that is a legitimate suffering, by the way. I know how
discouraging this is. But I have told you. When I come, I want you to be busy about My work. I
want to see you recording songs, writing books, praying with others and carrying on like the
world will never end.
“But at the same time, you must be aware of the tides and currents in the world, and how it
could all end tomorrow—and before you finish your work. I did not tell you that you must finish;
I told you that must work and pray.
"There are millions around the world who are doing their little part in bringing the Gospel to the
nations. They are not necessarily aware of the shortness of time, because I have not burdened

them. But to those who are My Bride, I share My most intimate secrets. And I ask them to walk
with Me every day, knowing full well it could end at any time.
“I will say it again: truly this is a suffering that is counted as a fast offering. It has merit. So
please, don't grow discouraged.
“You will not be judged on what you finished, but on how obedient you were. I know it is difficult
for you to resolve this dichotomy in your minds: ‘I’m working…but will I finish? Will it be too
late? Will I reach those who need it the most?’ These questions burn in your mind and set
themselves apart from what I have told you to do. They are in direct opposition to obedience.
They are rooted in pride and human reasoning, not blind faith and trust in Me. They are
deliberate attempts to undermine your actions and cause you to hesitate, put off, and wobble in
doing what I asked.
“I would rather you have the attitude that, ‘If Jesus said it, I need to do it and leave all the
results and timing up to Him.’
“For instance, Clare, if only you had finished Exodus, you could have presented it on your
Channel and it would have been a wonderful and encouraging album. But you couldn’t see how
it could ever get out to anyone or be used—so you gave up. I really wanted you to finish that
and had many uses for it. That is why I introduced you to Moses that day in Heaven.”
'Do you want me to finish it now?' I asked the Lord. 'Forgive me, Lord. There is such a charge
around that subject, I’m not sure I can hear You clearly.'
Jesus replied, “What are you hearing, Beloved?”
I’m seeing a battle in my mind. I think You said “Yes”, but I don’t trust myself to hear correctly
on something this emotional.
“And what else are you seeing?” He asked.
I’m feeling like a battle is going on. Sharp arrows of Unbelief. Ideas like “Oh, what good would
that do? No one is interested in it. It will take a lot of time. It doesn’t fit anywhere. The time is
past for it.” Etc., etc.
Jesus continued, “All those arrows of Unbelief are from the enemy. First off, you should
recognize that. What if things continued on in good stead in this country for the next 20 years?
What if there truly was a Renaissance? What if prayer continued to constrain the monster from
moving forward and the world was in relative peace? What would you feel at the end of your
life?”
I would feel like I was deceived. And I am sure so many more feel the very same way. I would
feel like I wasted so much time questioning. Fearing. Hesitating...that I had nothing left for

creating. And the ground would lie fallow with no harvest, after 20 years of teeter-tottering
back and forth over this crisis and that. Wars and rumors of wars...
Jesus answered me, “And you would be justified in thinking that. But if you ignore that, and just
plainly obey, without an eye on what’s going to happen when. Where would you be at?”
Wow! My little tract of land would be bursting with fruit and I would feel so fulfilled.
He answered me, “That’s right, that’s exactly right. So why don’t you just obey and stop secondguessing Me and prognosticating?”
Lord, because You, Yourself, tell me how critical things are and that prayer is desperately
needed.
He answered, “Clare, unless you become like a little child… Don’t you see? A little child doesn’t
get consumed in what will happen; they are living from moment to moment. They would finish
their prayers and whatever was urgent, and then declare, ‘Wow! Let’s get started on the
crossing of the Red Sea.’ Their sense of excitement and enthusiasm over what I was doing in the
now would overpower their reasoning, much of which is from the enemy to distract them away
from that work.
“You are far too adult in your approach to your day, because you have a mountain of ‘what ifs’
hovering over you—with all kinds off distracting lies and misinformation to pull you away from
the purity of your work.
“Yes, there is a conflict brewing. Yes, there are enemy forces headed your way and even
established in this country. But you can’t do anything but pray against them. Then leave it at the
foot of the Cross and move on with your day. It is all these ‘what ifs’ that are causing a loss of
motivation, and hope and energy."
Yeah, I get that, Lord.
He continued, “Heartdwellers, I am asking a great deal from you. I am asking you to cooperate
with Me in Hope. I am asking you to obey from moment to moment without having to reason it
all out or follow through in the news, looking for confirmation—which you're not going to find!
Because much of the information that you've been given is not public yet.
“I am asking you to act on the moment. When it is time for prayer, pray. Then pray throughout
the day, of course, as well. When it is time for family, enjoy family. When it is time to work,
enjoy work. Do everything for My glory out of obedience and leave the consequences to Me.
“You see, your insecurities cause you to doubt, question, and hesitate. But I am Lord of the
Storm and all you need to do is obey what I place before you, and not second-guess Me or

question My motives. Let Me take responsibility for your actions done in obedience to Me, and
see if the fruit in your life doesn’t all of a sudden increase into a much bigger harvest.
“Work while you have the Light with you, and never grow weary of well-doing. Dwell in My
presence until you are inebriated with My Love and provision. Lay down all your reasoning so
you can pray and work. If there is need for a change in your circumstances, or where you live, or
where you work—I will lead you. But until then, be content with your job and know that you are
protected by Me.
“There are a zillion threats, thousands of prophetic dreams, all with a different message. Most
are from Me; some are not. But rather than carefully weighing the message in each one,
calculating with human reasoning what will happen when, I am asking you to shift your focus to
childlike obedience. Obey and do what I ask you to do, when I ask, and do not give Me excuses
that you are confused.
“You are confused, because you listen to too many different sources. Some are from Me and
some are not. But the ones that are from Me are meant for those people in that group. The
ones you hear from Me are meant for you in the Heartdwellers group. When you start mixing
their messages with Mine to Clare, you fall into mental disarray and confusion. Thus, the enemy
hamstrings you and you do nothing but reason through all your confusions. 'Round and 'round,
chasing your tail.
"I would have you act in faith on what I feed you through this vessel, and leave everything.
Consequences, timing, life circumstances. Leave it all to Me, for in the end, I get the credit for it
all.
“So now, go in peace. Stop your human reasoning that is hamstringing you. Push through in
obedience and stay alert and watchful on your own station, in this childlike simplicity and
obedience. I will be glorified, and you will have constant peace of mind instead of constant
turmoil and questioning.”
Well, Family, I have to admit the Lord is reading my mail and I’ve been guilty of all the above.
And it is tiring me and taking away my motivation for music. And it is destroying my hope for
better times in the next year or two. It’s not about being optimistic. It’s about believing that the
Lord did say we could have a Renaissance in our country and around the world.
And you know, part of me is very tired and hurts. Fibro’s been off the charts lately, and there is
a very real part of me that wants to go Home. And I know there's a lot of you that feel this very
same way. But when I stay in His presence quietly, soaking up His feelings and thoughts, I get
energized and I say, “Let’s do this!”
So, for any of you who are being attacked by fears and unbelief and are having this teetertotter battle—know that you are not alone. This battle has taken its toll on me, too. I don’t ever

want to mislead anyone, but situations change, and updates reflect the force of your prayers.
But that does not leave us in the clear! So, let’s all remain faithful, no matter what.
Thank you all for praying for us, and especially me. I really need it. It gets pretty hot in this seat.
I love you, dear Family. Thank you for being with us and for caring. Amen.

Are People of Prayer… Delusional??
January 10, 2019
Lord, You have told us here at Heartdwellers that the
world You live in, the world of the spirit, is Reality.
More real even than the chairs we sit on and the things
we touch and see with our natural senses. Please open
the spiritual eyes of Your people. Let them understand
these things so that they, too, may become mighty
spiritual intercessors for Your Kingdom, and not fall to
Fear or the lies of the enemy that ‘these things are just
your imagination.’ Amen.
Yesterday, Clare sent me a message about an experience she had with someone who doubted
what she was seeing in the spirit. Because of a personal family situation, I was unable to record
it for her then. (She's working on music again, guys—just as an aside. So, please pray for her
today.)
As always, the Lord had a plan for all this timing. This morning during my prayer time, the Lord
called all of us yet again into serious prayer over our President. I’ve written that time out for
you, to add to what Clare had been thinking. But first, I want to begin with her words.
Clare began:
“Recently, I had a run in with someone who denounced our life of intercession as delusional.
Why? Because we believe in Simon’s cross of suffering. We believe in signs from Heaven. We
believe in words from God and we see all of these things as normal and foundational in our
walk with Christ.
“Ezekiel took quite a blow for Air Force One right after it had taken off from Iraq headed north,
around Christmas time if you remember. I mentioned this in an earlier message. I was amazed,
really, when this person said, "No. There was no missile. There are no Chinese in Honduras.”
And a few other things we had been praying against. To them, all of this was fantasy-land.
“And frankly? I can’t blame them.

“The life of an intercessor is one of living in God’s world more than man’s world. And it is
necessary, because our prayers stop things forming in the spirit from becoming reality to
others. And if we mention we are praying for such and such, and it sounds absurd, when it
doesn’t happen, of course that only confirms that we are a nut case. Or a false prophet worthy
of being stoned…by certain Christians. But at the very least, worthy of being called delusional.
“The Lord gave us the true story of Jonah to illustrate the point that a prophet’s warnings are
sometimes cancelled because of their complete and abject repentance.
“And also, in I Corinthians 2:14 the Lord explains why it is so difficult for some to believe what
we see in the spirit.
“The natural man does not accept the things that come from the Spirit of God. For they are
foolishness to him, and he cannot understand them, because they are spiritually discerned.”
“As far as the perception “there was no missile, there are no soldiers or Chinese" and other
things we have seen in the spirit, it might help to understand that an intercessor does not live in
the ‘real’ world. They live in the pre-real world, or the remote real world. The world of thought,
images, intentions, trends. More or less energies that propel and manifest in the “real” world
and the inspiration for the creation of man’s deeds.
“It is a well-known fact that the military itself has remote viewers—men and women who see
what is going on on the other side of the world, without even being there. This is the world of
the spirit. I like to call it the pre-world or pre-creation, because thoughts and images precede
the manifestations of reality. As we know it.
“And on the surface, to some not understanding the requirements of this calling, it may seem
that a person who spends 3-5 hours in prayer, or is confined to bed by sickness, is just lazy and
doesn’t want to work.
“The reason Ezekiel and I are called to so much prayer is to be drawn into that world of
possibilities, probabilities, and the pre-event world. Once we settle into prayer, we begin to
loosen our grip on the so-called ‘real’ world around us and enter into remote viewing, or the
pre-creative world of God, the spiritual dimension.
“This is a very different life from those who function primarily in the physical world, which is
thought that has now become action and part of the seen, felt, universe of day-to-day life or
what most call reality.
“So, there is a lot that looks flakey to those who don’t dwell in this world, and it does seem
absurd. I am not trying to justify what I believe is real. I am merely explaining to you why
Intercessors seem so strange. We are called to dwell in His world with a substantial investment
in time, praying, studying Scriptures and signs.

“This is our perspective, those who are called to be intercessors. The Lord reveals His thoughts
and concerns on a very intimate level, because He needs them to enter into prayer and spiritual
warfare to save His Body, to prolong life on Earth before the wrap-up of Revelation.
“IF they do their jobs properly, the danger is averted, and time is extended. That is why it seems
so flakey. Just like Jonah got so angry at God because he prophesied to the Ninevites. And
rather than having the satisfaction of seeing his warning ignored and all of them destroyed,
they repented and heeded his warning. So, the prophesied judgement never landed.
“This is also why people are so disillusioned by the Rapture.
“This is the thankless job of Intercessors and people with prophetic words. When something
changes for the better and the prophetic word does not manifest, rather than seeing that as
the fruit of prayer being responsible for the turn-around, these people are accused of being
false prophets and mentally unbalanced…
“Fools for Christ.
“For instance, an update on intel from our source said that the Chinese have been withdrawing.
Now it is the Sandinistas, drug cartels, Mexicans and terror groups mixed in with Honduran
soldiers that is advancing while the Chinese have been quietly pulling out.
“The Chinese president warned his people the day before yesterday, (Well, it would be two
days ago now.) “Prepare for war.” And our President presented the Ohio-class subs to them in
a muscle-flexing gesture, as well as calling our military back to the mainland from the Middle
east. And that you can find on the media.
“Communism is a strong party in Honduras and there is in fact quite a large population of Red
Chinese. I believe these changes took place because of the ardent prayer of many. The tears,
the pain, the sufferings, and all inconveniences and oppositions are occasions of great offerings
in intercession.”
I wanted to add in here to what Clare has already shared, an episode that happened just this
morning, between Ezekiel, Clare, I and the other Intercessors.
At 12:05 this morning, our prayer warrior whose wife has been in and out of the hospital so
often, texted me: his wife was being rushed into emergency surgery. Within 5 minutes of
sending that message to our prayer Team, Ezekiel called me—deep into what the Lord allows
him to suffer, even still, for His sake. The moment I answered the call, ALL of the… I’ll call them
pressure points… in my own body flared up. That's always a sign prayer is needed.
Typically, we are called to pray for maybe 15-20 minutes…and then most of the symptoms will
ease up, and we know that we have done what the Lord asked and have prayed for sufficient
time.

This morning was not typical. It was much more like the kind of prayer we were experiencing a
year ago, when Ezekiel was so, so very sick.
An hour into prayer, at 1:11 exactly, (that's my numbers for Papa God) I got a text from a link I
have from President Trump’s office: he was RIGHT THEN boarding Air Force One to fly to Texas
and the southern border. And RIGHT THEN, instead of getting lower—Ezekiel’s pain rose
sharply. And so did mine.
Bear in mind, our friend's wife is still in surgery, as well...
I try not to ask the Lord to tell me what’s going on in the spirit very often. I have found that my
anticipation can get in the way then, and my focus will shift to ‘facts’ instead of intent. But this
morning I heard a shift in Holy Spirit’s words as I was praying. Soon, I could see a sort of tube of
Light running directly from Washington DC straight across the country—to the Border. It was
encircled by a shield—forming a type of tunnel that the plane was flying through, in protection.
As I continued to pray, my attention was shifted to the border itself, and I heard Holy Spirit
praying strongly over BOTH sides. Praying against traitor soldiers that might be mingled in with
our soldiers. Praying against those who are still coming through and up against the open parts
of the border. Praying against this massive group of men, and who else they had implanted in it,
that are still coming to the border.
As we continued to press in, my attention was brought back to the interior of Air Force One. I
felt it. I heard it in Holy Spirit's words. There was the potential of danger there. A mechanical
malfunction? A traitor? I couldn’t be sure—but I found myself praying a covering of the Blood of
Jesus over the pilots and Trump himself. And I heard some very strong prayer up from Holy
Spirit around every other soul in that plane with them.
We were now well into the 2nd hour of prayer, and things were NOT easing off yet. Ezekiel’s
pain was still rising. He told me at one point that he felt like he was being drawn and quartered,
literally. Having his limbs torn asunder. He told me the pain then went to his heart, and that he
was near passing out. Clare had already administered all the physical help she could, and she
had gone to pray the Mercy Chaplet at her own altar.
I began to hear Holy Spirit saying, ‘Moshe! Moshe!’ And wondered to myself, ‘Is He calling on
Moses to come pray with us?’ Immediately, in my vision, the plane was no longer flying through
just a tube, but as though through… Well. The Red Sea—as it is often portrayed. I could see a
bare path of ground beneath the plane. But on either side, great walls of some substance rose
up high, towering above the plane, obscuring anything from reaching it that wouldn’t have
come from directly above it.
Something had again shifted in response to our prayers—and I knew then: he was going to
make it through. Safely.

Within minutes after this, Ezekiel’s pain began to ease off. My own began to stop. Within 5
minutes, I got a text from our prayer warrior that the surgeon had come out to speak to him,
his wife’s surgery went very well. And she should be fine.
Coincidence? Is this just coincidence??
To echo what Clare was saying: DID anything happen this morning? WAS there a danger
somehow to Trump and Air Force One? We will probably never know from the news; maybe
not even the alternative news. Even as I write this, I don’t know if he has yet arrived in Texas.
But like Q is fond of telling his readers—when does coincidence become impossible?
I’ll finish this message now with the words Clare had written.
“In any case Ezekiel and I, our 30 prayer warriors and 15 priests are all praying that more time
will be granted and that there will be a great movement of reconstruction of countries that
have been so corrupt. Putting an end to child trafficking. Slowing the flow of drugs. And a time
of peace where we can all flourish in our gifts without facing the constant threats of
Communism and the Clay Feet.
“This is why we dedicate our lives to prayer.”
I'm also going to put at the end of this article a link that Clare had found about China's
intentions that she felt was very well vetted. And I would agree to that.
So, we invite you to come, prayer warriors out there. Come. Don't worry about what people
think, or what they say. Don't worry if the prayer and the things you see in the spirit are ever
confirmed. Our Jesus knows. Our Papa God knows. Our Holy Spirit knows as He prays through
our lips. And our goal is to be obedient to His will. Not others.
May the Lord bless you today, Heartdwellers.
https://thinkaboutit.news/china-owns-america-and-theyre-coming-to-collect/

Great Trials and a Tsunami Coming
January 13, 2019
Thank you, dear Lord Jesus, for sharing your heart with
us. Please help us to be vigilant in prayer and faithful to
respond as you have instructed us. Amen.
My dear ones, I want to share with you a little about
timing. There is a certain Prophet who was taken to the
courts of Heaven in 2015 and was privileged to be
present during the case presented to delay the Rapture.
If you remember back at that time, I told you how very
close we were. And that the Lord had told me 3 more years. A period of grace was extended by
three more years in the courts of Heaven.
I lost about 40% of my viewers and endured a great deal of ridicule over that. Thanks be to God.
However, again the Lord spoke with me that He had again given another provisional extension
of two years, right after all of us beseeched Him around Christmas time.
My understanding was 2 years. I believe we have two more years of ‘provisional’ time before
the Rapture. When I say provisional, I mean providing we pray very seriously, every day for our
nation, our President and the world. And at the end of that time, if we have been faithful,
another examination of the world condition will be made.
So, I am working very hard believing I have another 2 years to serve Him.
And that brings us to December of 2020.
Many of you have been praying with all your hearts, and souls and strength, and much has been
delayed because of your intercession, and will continue to be delayed. He has also told me that
doesn’t mean there will not be tragedies and trials. There will. However, our prayers will lessen
the severity of these events.
Today one of our prayer warriors and priests told me of her dream about a tsunami which is
coming. We’ve all known for quite some time this was going to happen and the two locations
we’ve been shown are San Francisco and New York City. It could be, I think, either one of those.
Just now during dwelling prayer the Lord played a song from the Exodus album, “The First
Plague of Water to Blood”. Which I will follow up on this message. After that He chose that
song, He picked Eden’s Bridge’s song “Eternal Father”.
Eternal Father, strong to save,
Whose arm has bound the restless wave
Who bids the mighty ocean deep, Its own appointed limits keep

O hear us when we cry to Thee, For those in peril on the sea
O Christ, whose voice the waters heard,
And hushed their raging at Thy Word
Who walked on the foaming deep,
And calm amid the storm did keep
O Trinity of love and power,
Our people shield in dangers hour
From rock and tempest, fire and foe,
Guard them wherever they may go
Thus, evermore shall rise to Thee,
Glad hymns of praise from land and sea
If you've never heard Eden's Bridge before, they are a wonderful group. Extremely anointed
and fabulous musicians. They stopped making music a few years ago, but oh, they're
wonderful!
So, this is a beautiful old hymn, Eternal Father.
And to add to all of this, Ezekiel had a mega dream last night. A five-hour-long dream, where he
and I were allowed to experience the entire flood episode, but from within the bodies of Noah
and Na ah ma, Noah’s wife. Wow! That was fascinating.
I don't remember that encounter, but Ezekiel gave me the run down on it this morning. One of
our sons was in it, as well. Not aboard the ark, but somehow preserved from drowning and
came running back to us after the water receded. When we were closing the ark, he ran out
and climbed a cliff overlooking it. He did not come with us, but somehow later he was spared.
This is one of our sons who has been holding God at arm’s length, due to some tragedy in his
life.
Also, aboard the ark were my pets from Heaven, Simba the white tiger and Judah the male lion.
But they were just cubs during this time. When the ark settled and the water withdrew, the first
thing we did after we left the ark was to bow down on the Earth and kiss it, giving thanks to
God for our survival. Already at this time there were tiny shoots of grass coming up, maybe 2"3" tall. Also, Jesus was in this dream, in a boat with many children from age 7 on down. He had
rescued them from the water.
So, how do I interpret this? Good question! I believe the Lord is warning us, Heartdwellers, that
we may very well have a catastrophic tsunami in this country in a big city. The narrative from
the second episode of the prophet who was present in the Heavenly Court, mentioned that
there would be natural disasters.
And dear ones, the Lord has always promised us that if we prayed, He would lessen the
tragedies.

And here I want to present the prayer that St. Faustina taught us from the Lord.
Jesus told her, “If you say this prayer, with a contrite heart and with faith, on behalf of some
sinner—I will give that soul the grace of conversion”.
And this is the prayer: "O Blood and water that gushed forth from the heart of Jesus, as a fount
of mercy for us sinners, I trust in You”.”
Please, remember this prayer dear ones. We may have to be praying this over thousands of
souls. So, in prayer I felt these three signs today were a warning to you from the Lord.
Jesus have you anything to say?
“My Faithful Brides, how proud I am that you have pierced the heavens with your cries and
entreaties. Only when you are with Me will you see the fruit of your labors, your obedience, your
willingness and love. It is true that chastisements will be allowed for a season, but it will be for
the punishment of the wicked and those caught in the grips of it who are not wicked, such as
innocent children. I promise them a swift ride into Heaven and eternal delights.
"But for you who are left, there will be much work for you to do. There will be revival and a
turning back to Me, and in this way I hope to prepare My Bride so that soon we will be together.
Getting the attention of My Brides to be has been a serious effort with little fruit except in
countries who have experienced terrorism, displacement and tragedy.
"Sometimes that is what it takes to separate a soul from the world and seriously consider that I
am real, alive and calling to them.
"Souls that respond to Me without having to go through this are precious few and far between,
and My heart longs to lavish love and consolation on those who are yet to experience Me. But
they are naked and blind in this world, and their very reality must be shaken. There is little time
left and they are lagging behind. That is why more serious measures are needed to get their
attention.
"However, I am never without pity or mercy, and I hate to experience their suffering and to feel
what they feel. So, I try with all possible measure to draw them to Me by life’s ups and downs.
"But when a people is so enraptured with the world, more dramatic and harsher methods are
needed.
"I am asking you all to stand on the wall of intercession…looking out over the world and giving
your heart to those who suffer and are victims of tragedy. I am asking you to respond to that
still small voice within you that calls you to prayer.

"I am asking you also to know that your loved ones are in the hands of a loving and just God,
and nothing happens without His consent. Trust Him. Trust His faithfulness and give Me great
cause to trust you with the most precious thing in My world: a human soul.
"Trust that I know what I am doing and allowing, and in the end, there will be a glorious reuniting with your loved ones. Trust and offer your sorrows to Me, and I will bring great joy at the
appointed hour.”

Dragons: God’s Creation Fallen to Satan’s Perversion
January 17, 2019
Lord, we mourn with You over the beauty of Your
Creation that once was but has been made as dark
and twisted by the enemy as he and his minions have
become. Help us to be wise and discerning, turning
our faces from the evil that surrounds us.
We ask Your strong protection, here on Earth, from
these evil forces. Yet we look forward to someday
delighting with You, as You reveal to us the vast and
incredible array of marvelous creatures You enjoyed creating, in the beginning. And we look
forward to the Day that all of Creation will be free again from the perversions and tortures of
the enemy. Amen.
Several days ago, Clare sent me a couple of reports about dragon visitations in the spirit that
had come across her desk. And she asked me if I could make a message using them. So, these
are my thoughts.
Dragons. The debate rages, at least in my own personal experience. Are they ‘pure evil’? Were
they real? Are they some creation of Satan? Or are they, like the rats, the owls, the spiders… an
original part of God’s perfect Creation that has also been subject to the Fall?

First, we were sent a report from a Heartdweller who had had a frightening encounter. She said
she had experienced this before, but that it was very intense this latest time, and she
recognized it as pure evil.
This is how she described it:
“So…” she began. “I have heard this sound 1 or 2 other times before in the past year or so. I
kind of dismissed it the other times, because I felt it was too over-the-top, but this time was
different. There was a new element to the experience. This sound took off from over my
bedroom, as though it was sitting on the roof. And yes, I KNOW this is happening in the
demonic realm... Let's just call it what it is and get that out of the way.”

In saying this, she wanted to clarify it wasn’t a dream or her imagination. And that she is
acquainted well enough with the dark kingdom to know that it, it really was real.
She continued, “Yesterday morning, just after 7:00am, I had just woken up. You know the
sounds that are made when a HUGE gust of wind hits a certain part of your dwelling?? Cracking
and popping and sounds like it is going to cave in due to the pressure. I didn't hear a gust of
wind, but the cracking, popping, and pressure against the front door totally happened. No
sooner than this happened, and the sound lifted off the roof from above my bedroom—the
sound of great wings flapping and causing tremendous air pressure against the house.”
And in her original post, she had even included a sound clip that she had found somewhere that
sounded like it. It was very much like you would hear in the current movies about dragons.
Another Heartdweller, in prayer the night before, had asked, “Lord, what about these winged
dragons people are hearing?”
And Jesus had answered him and said, “So much is coming to a head now. The glimpses people
are having is nothing compared to the masses and masses of devilish creatures that have been
prepared to roam the Earth. When the entire plan is uncovered and brought to the light of day,
people will drop dead on the spot, so great will the terrors be.”
Then one of our very seasoned members on the Prayer Team told us that he had been having
dreams of winged serpentine dragons flying in our skies.
This member began, “I had woken up in the middle of the night to change and feed my infant
son. After I got him back to sleep, I went back to bed. Falling asleep, I saw the sky —steel gray
and flashing with lightning—with many creatures in the skies. Some looked like snakes; others
like ships or mythical harpies. But in the center was a great dragon, Eastern in appearance, like
you see in the paintings. It was very far away, but still quite large, and it was not moving. It was
like a ship, shaped like a dragon.
“In the dream, there were people all around my house, some asking about the Holy Spirit, and
about the anointing. All the while, this dragon was in the sky. I got the feeling it was hunting.
While I looked upon it, I had no fear of it; I just knew it was evil.
“The next day I asked the Lord about it. I knew it was an ‘alien/demon' dream, and I know He
does not like that subject, but I hardly ever have dreams like that, so I was seeking Him for
understanding.
“This was what He said to me, ‘What you saw was not so much a spacecraft as it was a
representation of movement in the spirit realm. These great serpents are indeed real and are
one of the demonic entities that the Clay Feet space programs are currently 'dealing' with. (By
‘dealing with’, I understood there was human trafficking in exchange for this technology.)

“Jesus continued, ‘So much perversion, but they are at work on the masses of people in this
country.’ (By this I perceived that they have more to do with the abuse and disappearances of
people than most realize.)
"’I loathe this subject.’ Jesus continued. ‘These creatures have become so twisted from what I
made them to be! And the most painful part is that the scientific community is rejecting Me, and
has rather opted for dealing with them, so sure are they that the entities they have contacted
are going to help them. (And the member adds in here, "By this, I knew He meant ‘become
more than human.’") But they are sadly being duped by Satan. Pray for them.’”
And that was the end of this man’s report.
But the Lord’s words to him, “These creatures have become so twisted from what I made them
to be” really caught my attention—and I wondered what Scripture had to say about these
creatures. We have all read in Scripture of the Great Dragon, so I went first to the book of
Revelation.
Then another sign appeared in Heaven: There was a great fiery red dragon having seven heads
and 10 horns, and on his heads were seven diadems. Revelation 12:3
So, the great dragon was thrown out—the ancient serpent, who is called the Devil and Satan,
the one who deceives the whole world. He was thrown to Earth, and his angels with him.
Revelation 12:9
The great dragon—who is also the ‘ancient serpent’. The same creature that deceived Eve and
Adam.
Job gave even more information, confirming the description of the fiery dragon:
"Out of his mouth go burning torches; Sparks of fire leap forth. "Out of his nostrils smoke goes
forth. As from a boiling pot and burning rushes. his breath kindles coals, and a flame goes forth
from his mouth.” Job 41:19-21
Wow. I never gave it a lot of thought, that this creature was ALSO created by God. It is so easily
relegated to legend, to horror and sci-fi movies, and stories. Yes, we’ve all heard the story of St.
George and the Dragon. But even in researching that, there is a lot of doubt and conjecture.
Some think it was ‘just’ a crocodile. Many believe that even if there was such a creature that
George killed—it was small in size. Not the massive creature that our first report described:
heavy enough to make a house creak and groan!
We are SO surrounded by the darkness, the evil, the demons and all their various tools,
weapons, devices, and curses. It made me sad to ponder that people are also being oppressed
not only by fallen angels, but animals, of sort, that ALSO had chosen to follow the path of
wickedness. Or maybe worse, had been forced into it.

But as I was thinking about this all, Holy Spirit reminded me of a vision given to a young Seer I
enjoy reading. He had had an episode with a dragon. But this one was IN Heaven. Let me read
you a few portions of his vision.
He begins: “I understand this may be a stretch for the mind. However, I am simply sharing what
I have seen in Heaven. I ask that you keep an open heart and search for the fruit of the Holy
Spirit. Every true encounter will carry the fruit of the Holy Spirit which brings Joy to Jesus–His
character revealed! I will not try to convince you that what I have seen is real. That is not why
this series is written. It is written so that you would see the beauty of God and the majesty of
His hand in Creation.”
For the sake of time, I’ll summarize the next part that he writes. The Seer’s name is Micah
Turnbo. The Lord had come to him in the form of the White Eagle. Others have seen Jesus this
way, too—as a great White Eagle. Anna Roundtree, in particular, I remember. And I, myself,
have seen Him in this form.
Jesus, in the form of the Eagle, had picked Micah up on His back, and as they flew, and they
began their conversation.
Micah continued, “Lord, where are we going?” I asked.
(Jesus answered him) “We are going to the land of ice and snow; where the mountains are
crystal, and giant creatures roam the land. My son, this is an area of ice dragons who love the
taste of knowledge. Prepare your heart!”
“We approached a land that was glowing like a diamond ring! I realized it was like this because
of the mountains, as the Lord said. We slowed our speed to descend. The Lord, (and Micah tells
us here that when the Lord becomes the Eagle, He chooses the name Chazah) The Lord,
Chazah, landed with grace. Then the Eagle closed His wings which allowed me to jump down
onto the snowfield. Chazah, the white Eagle, changed into Jesus, smiling at me!
“Micah, take a look at your surroundings, son.”
"I observed the beautiful land as if we were in a snow globe! The gentle dance of snow drifted
across the fields with a dazzling light! The descending snowflakes contained a soft fiery light,
and you could hear them speaking to you! Snowflakes do not melt here either, nor is it so bitter
cold that you feel uncomfortable. The open snowfield had voices humming to the wind–it was
praise to Jesus! Wow! The trees that circled the surrounding area were like a crystal blue jewel,
but the tree branches had leaves of many different shades of purple. I had this feeling that they
moved to this position to welcome Jesus and me! Something is about to happen…
"Jesus could sense my excitement, 'Micah, there is so much to see! So much for you to
understand.' After Jesus said this, small creatures as soft as cotton approached us. These small,
cute creatures had huge eyes and reminded me of a stuffed animal. Their little feet made

squeaky sounds while they walked on the snow. Their bodies were round like a cotton ball and
about the size of a basketball.
"I, too, made a squeaking noise because of their adorable appearance. I could not keep myself
from holding one! Jesus also held one.
“'Micah, there is a dragon I would like you to meet. I created him; I created all dragons, even the
ones who fell from My presence. This one had asked to meet you and understand your name.'
Jesus buried His face in the soft creature he held and gave it a kiss, then continued, 'I want you
to speak with him and remember what you have seen. Son, the enemy is a liar, and not all
dragons are evil! In our adventures together, you have seen many places, but this one is crucial.'
Jesus smiled while setting the small creature down and then disappeared.
"I was alone. That was okay with me. I didn’t know where to go. I thought maybe the dragon
would come to me? I sat in the snow playing with the snow creatures until a roar filled the sky!
The snow creatures jumped up and down with their tiny squeaking feet saying, 'Yay!'
“I stood up ready to meet this fabulous dragon who asked for me, as Jesus said. I felt honored
in a way. I had no idea what I was going to say.
“A mighty wind approached us with the sound of large wings moving up and down. Again, a
loud roar came while the clouds parted above, revealing a majestic dragon!
“This dragon hovered in the sky for a moment, then landed a few feet away leaving a loud
boom that shook the ground. The snow creatures ran to Him, once again shouting, 'Yay!' I stood
still in awe of such a beautiful, powerful, but gentle creature.
“Father God has created a masterpiece. He was stunning in the glory of God. He was purple
with sapphire horns that came up from his head like the horns of a ram. His wings were
intensely large, and I could see stones of light inside them. Coming from his back were spikes of
crystal, like the mountains in the distance. His claws were gold. His teeth were like ivory. In his
chest, you could see the holy flame of God burning like a furnace. I could feel the heat of such
an awesome flame touching my face. His tail was long with a unique medallion at the end of it.
It was a star-like shape. Light glowed radiantly among the lights in this heavenly place. The
dragon attended to the soft snow creatures like a mother to her child. He was gentle, kind, and
I felt a great sense of honor.”
I’ll end Micah’s narration here. And I'll post a link to his blog if you would like to read further, at
the end of the transcript.
When Clare sent me these first two accounts of the evil dragons, I sat with Holy Spirit for a
while, wondering what good purpose could come from reading them. Yes. It is surely a call to
prayer over our country, our world! Yes, I realized too—it is a call to be very, very serious about

our climb ‘up the mountain’ to purity with Jesus. For how else can we hope to stand against
such things?
But then He reminded me of Micah’s journey into Heaven. And I realized that the bigger picture
in all of this could be summed up in a song He plays for me in worship quite often. It’s sung by
Jenn Johnson of Bethel. And it's called “Gravity”. These are the words:
I get caught up
In all these petty things
Losing sight of what matters to You
But then You come
And take me by the hand
You say, "Come up here with Me"
And then my feet came off the ground
You lifted me above the clouds
As I look down, the whole world seems so small
Past the stars through space and time
And I forget what's left behind
As I'm surrounded by these grander things
Up here in perfect harmony
You're orchestrating galaxies
They're lighting up as far as I can see
The majesty
The mystery
Your gravity
Pulls me close to You
And I can breathe again
Here with You
There's nothing more to say
And it's clear what matters to You
Sovereign
High above it all
Sovereign You are
I can rest
‘Cause it's all in Your hands
Sovereign You are

The point I’m seeing becomes this. Above all other things, God is in control. He is above ALL
that comes to us, upon us, against us. Even when it seems so incredibly dark and fearsome and
powerful—if we take the moments to still ourselves. Take His hand and go with Him, He is
Faithful and True. And will draw us up to see from HIS perspective. And even though these final
Days seem dark and weary and even ugly, what lies ahead of us is truly Glorious. Filled with the
Beauty and Wonder and Delight that our Heavenly Father God made for us, right from the very
beginning.
Hold on to these things, dear Heartdwellers. In times when the darkness seems to overwhelm...
Just as Jesus cast His eyes to even this time, right now, while He was hanging on that Cross for
us, let’s remember to cast our eyes on the Time ahead of us, still. The Home He will take us to.
It really does make our days far better when we go against common logic and ‘become so
Heavenly-minded that we become no earthly good.’
May the Lord bless you, dear Heartdwellers.
Micah’s blog: https://beholdwonder.com/blog/

Is Your Country Worth Two Weeks of Travail?
January 19, 2019
My dearest Heartdwellers, we have faced many
challenges in the past months, and I continue to hold
out great hope. The Lord has restored my ability to
work with music and I’m making progress. And it brings
me so much joy! But this is so important for Him. And I
long with all my heart to finish my appointed course
before the trumpet sounds.
He has given me a heart to sing again, and I rejoice in His faithfulness. Are there things He has
been restoring in you? Some of you have very unique gifts and long to give them expression.
And this He will do, if you continue to press in and call on His talent and endurance to run the
race to its completion.
Each day we are faced with choices! And many of us are excited about our work and have been
restored by His grace. We see our children maturing; we enjoy our grandchildren and pray with
high hopes for them. For some, our families bring us great comfort. For others, a bitter
challenge.
Each day we move forward doing something towards the goals God has given us, and it’s
exciting. So exciting, sometimes that I can’t wait to get to the keyboard and make progress. I
can’t wait to finish the painting of God the Father.

For some, you’re learning a new skill and growing—and so looking forward to doing great things
for the Lord, under His anointing.
For others, your devotion to your family and meeting their needs occupies your minds each
day. For others still, your work is expanding, and you’ve been given raises and new territory
from your employer. For some, you’re about to purchase a house, and you’ve found one that
perfectly suits your needs. Others are embarking on a journey and going to new lands with the
Gospel.
Every one of us, somewhere inside, have dreams. Even if they failed there is still a spark of hope
that the future will give us another opportunity.
For me, it’s about 30 songs I really want to finish, and albums I want to put together. As well as
more messages. I really want to see an increase in my faith. You know, the kind of faith that
goes to the airport, and steps into a booth in the bathroom. Waits while the Lord says, “Wait”.
And then the Lord says, "Okay, go out.” And you go out… and you're in Trinidad! With my dear
ones, helping them come to America. I have great hopes for them, because they are very, very
special in God.
But here I must tell you. What if you and I are at the end of our ‘tomorrows’? What if you wake
up to WWIII? What if there is no more food at the store; no more medicines you depend on
daily to live and function? What if there is no more gasoline at the pump, because it's been shut
down? What if you have a dire medical need and there is no hospital to go to??
I am asking you to put yourself in these scenarios. Why? Because our days are taken up with
these things. Our time is lavished on these things. Your thoughts like a merry-go-round are
constantly riding on all these duties, hopes, and dreams.
Think about this and put yourself there:
You wake up in the morning to uncanny silence. The alarm didn’t go off. There’s no light. You go
to pick up your phone, and it is dead. Your computer battery just ran out, and there is no
electricity. You go to use the restroom and there is no water. Your refrigerator is warm and
things in your freezer are melting. Things are strangely quiet outside. No laughter from
children, no traffic—even the birds are quiet.
You go to call your daughter and the phone is useless. You go to send her an e-mail and your
server is down. And then you hear it: Marshall law has been declared; we are at war. One of our
cities has been destroyed. Commerce has stopped, trucks have stopped, people are unable to
go anywhere because gasoline is only for the military.
Why am I painting such a dark picture against the backdrop of your dreams and new
anointings???

I am telling you this, because the President has been taken out of office and now wicked people
are in control calling the shots. People who want you dead have taken over and done all they
could to see to it that America is completely destroyed—with as many as possible dead.
Now, this has NOT happened. Yet. But I am telling you this, because this is what would happen
if the President is taken out of office.
You haven’t gone shopping for the week, so you are low on food…but the stores have been
overrun, trashed and are closed and locked up. You go to your kitchen and try to calculate how
long you can live on what you’ve got. And if you aren’t armed, what you do have will soon
belong to thugs who go from door to door to get what you so diligently saved.
You grab your bug-out bag, but woefully, you don’t have the gas to get away to the mountains.
And the roads are all closed and barricaded. The army has closed off your access to exit town.
And ALL of this happens… overnight.
What was your life, all your possessions… My keyboard and recording equipment; my family
photo album and precious things—are going to be looted and sacked by desperately hungry
people and criminals. Computers are useless without electricity, without a server.
All of a sudden, your priorities are to stay alive and get away from your home. And it’s winter,
and brutal outside. But all you can think of is how to find something to eat and a place to hide
from the chaos.
Do you think I am being far-fetched by sharing this with you???
I am telling you, dear ones, if you do not change your priorities to praying for the President, and
give that the lion’s share of your time and attention, you are looking at your tomorrow.
A prophet by the name of Jeremiah Johnson had a dream yesterday. And I sought the Lord
about it, and I got 'Holy Spirit'. His dream was that our President was going deeper into the
swamp in a boat, feeling very victorious over all opposition. He was happy, but he wasn’t paying
attention to the crocodiles that were being sent to bite through the boat and sink it. The deeper
he got into the swamp, feeling so self-assured, the bigger the beasts got and he never noticed
them!
Until they took a section of the boat out and it started to sink. Then he was devoured by them.
WHY? WHY? WHY did this happen? We are praying for him, right???
Yes, we are praying and God answers prayer. But not all are praying. Not all have turned their
gaze from the dreams in their lives to dedicate time to prayer and fasting. Some of the most

capable among us are very busy with our ministries and jobs. And not taking these dangers
seriously enough to make their life stop going ‘round and ‘round and get on their knees.
So, I finished the song? Nowhere to play it. No venue, the Internet is shut down. It would have
been much wiser for me to give the lion’s share to prayer for Trump until we were out of
danger. Now I finished my song, but for what?
You were given a raise…but no food in the stores, and the banks are shut. It is falling apart…
Your hard work at your company is useless, because it's been shut down.
Don’t you see, Heartdwellers???? Don’t you see? You have no tomorrow if this man goes down.
Your dreams that were dependent on the fabric of society are all for nothing. Your ministries,
schooling, projects to help others, all come to nothing because all your energies are spent on
securing the next meal, where it will come from. How will I defend my loved ones from looters?
At Pearl Harbor they were having a leisurely day, family fun, looking forward to the harvest.
Building their homes, decorating, taking scenic trips and hanging out with family and friends.
And suddenly it came to them: the unthinkable happened. Japan attacked and destroyed
substantial military assets. Killed hundreds and changed the fate of thousands of lives in a mere
hour.
We’ve been warned, over and over again. We know much has to come to pass in Revelation,
but we’ve also been given another window of time—conditionally—that we would build a
secure hedge of prayer around our President.
Are we fasting? Are we praying? Not just a few prayers, and then off to the keyboard or school
or whatever, but gut-wrenching intercession, fasting, and putting our all into it. We have to ask
for it. "Lord, please give us a spirit of travail for our nation. Lord, give us the grace and
willingness to fast. Lord make it real to us! If we lose this President, we lose it all!"
Now, I have not substantiated this, but there are rumors that the enemy is going to overthrow
the government and impeach the President. To put Trump in handcuffs on CNN live, in front of
the nation, charging him with lies and falsehoods. Could that be all the crocodiles starting to
take bites out of the boat? Could that be? I don't know.
I’m telling you all, only travailing prayer is going to build that wall around him. He’s concerned
for the wall in Mexico, but he is the one in the greatest danger. He is the one who needs the
wall. And where are the Christians who are supposedly building that wall with their fasts, tears
and supplications???
Well, some are at church. Others at the movies. Some at work; others in school. And some just
too tired after a full day’s work to do anything but lay on the couch and watch news.

This cancer that we're dealing with in the world is so much bigger and more established than
anyone ever imagined. Certainly, our President under-estimated the depth, breadth, and
stranglehold of this cursed disease that has entrenched itself on the Earth. Because in this
dream, he was in his Make America Great Again hat and laughing as he forged deeper into the
swamp. A new Christian easily falls to over-confidence and presumption. His wins have been
because of the prayer behind him. I don’t think he fully understands how impotent he is in the
face of this world's consuming cancer.
Yes, he is a genius. But what gives power to his bite… is prayer. So far so good—he’s still alive.
The almost daily assassination attempts have failed. But as he goes deeper into the swamp, the
creatures get much bigger than he imagined, and his boat gets more flimsy with every
approaching beast.
His success depends on YOUR prayers, and this is a new level of warfare, Heartdwellers. We are
in deeper than ever before and the fight is fierce. If we don’t increase our sacrifices and
prayers, we will wake up one morning with nothing. Our precious plans for the future? Totally
crushed.
Lord, I have run out of words… Have I been too harsh?
Jesus began, “You have nailed it. Right on target. The plans being made now to take him down
are more vicious than anything he has encountered in his administration.
"Do not tell me about this prophet and that prophet that talked about his second term. Those
prophecies were given on the basis of a praying America. An America that falls to its knees and
cries out to Me for justice. When complacency sets in and people drop out of serious prayer,
because they think it’s all covered—that is the death knell for America."
Forgive me, Lord, but I thought there were huge prayer meetings and movements all over the
nation to protect him?
Jesus continued, "What is needed is the prayer of the Ninevites. And you are nowhere near
that."
But I thought we had another two years from the Father?
"Two years of crushing defeat and survival of the fittest? Or two years of glorious moving
forward?
"Clare, you have shaken some people up by this message. But I tell you the truth. Unless it is
fully embraced and put into motion, there is little hope for Donald. He is without sufficient
protection for this next move of the enemy. He is wide open, and only a huge movement of
travailing prayer will save your nation.

"Why do you think I keep playing ‘In the Storm’ for you?"
For those of you who don't know, "In the Storm" is about an attack on American city and World
War III.
"Every morning, sometimes two or three times. I have been trying to get your attention. Why do
you think you have been with Me in your wedding dress, dancing? We are so very close. And if
things continue the way they have been, there is no hope of turning it around.
"Have you ever wondered why I tell some prophets about the glorious plans I have for this
nation. And others like yourself are called upon to get into the trenches and fight?"
Yes, Jesus. All the time I wonder. But then I remember what You told me that each group has a
different calling, and You are depending on the diligent prayers of the faithful to fulfill the good
prophecies.
He continued, "I am projecting what is possible if diligence is maintained. But when people are
drawn out of the trenches into civilian affairs and leave their post wide open to the enemy, My
words cannot be fulfilled. If Nineveh had not repented, it would have been destroyed as it was
later.
"What is needed here is major repentance and a turning to Me, with pet projects and dreams in
second place to serious intercession. The kind that wipes you out. I am not calling for this
indefinitely, but I am calling for it NOW. If all of you take this to heart and act in obedience,
there will be a time when the tables are turned. But right now, you are in the midst of grave
danger.
"Your piano, your songs, your messages are all a waste of time unless you’ve gotten into
substantial travailing prayer, first. That is how serious this is. Don’t waste your time doing
anything for Me if you have not beaten down the gates of Heaven with tears, fasting, and
supplication for your nation."
Lord, some of us cannot fast.
"I know that, and I have spoken into the conscience of all to do what is best suited for them. As a
general rule, sweet and pleasant foods should be avoided and offered up. But it is better if you
don’t make it obvious to others Stay humble and hide it, unless you are all together on the selfdenials.
"The hour you spend on video games, which are not healthy for you, you should give up and
mow an elderly person’s yard for them. Give up gourmet food for plain food. For instance,
pizza—for a simple meal of meat and potatoes, or cereal. Quinoa, is a very good fast for you,
Clare.

"Abstain from meat on Fridays and Wednesdays. Wednesday corresponds to the key events in
My life that paved the way for My arrest Thursday night. But Friday is sufficient.
"Tell Me, My people, what are you willing to give up to save your nation?
"Remember, this is critical in timing. I will not ask this of you every day, unless you wanted to
offer it to Me. And there is nothing you can give Me that I will not return to your hearts, a
thousand-fold, My great love for you in a sensible way.
"Clare, can you go without cinnamon in your coffee in the morning?"
Little things?
"Yes, very little things count for much. Do not fast so severely that you are too weak to pray. Do
not fast if you are sick or pregnant or have undergone surgery. But you can deny yourselves
treat foods.
"Do not deny your body water. Meat is a good offering, but not if it makes you so weak you
cannot pray.
"Offer Me every little irritation, delay, opposition, accident, trial, inconvenience. Offer these
things in a spirit of meekness and thanksgiving that you have something to offer.
"Do not announce that you are fasting. Do not attempt outrageous fasts, which come from
Pride. To take great pleasure in fasting when others don’t; to see yourself as a spiritual person
because you are fasting and they are not, is very detrimental to your soul. You are opening the
door to pride and the invasion of the enemy, which will cost you much—as well as making your
sacrifice of no account.
"Go out of your way for others. Deny yourself and do for others.
"I am asking this of you right now, during this time. This will not last long. But it is going to be a
very hard two weeks. You will not always have access to, or know, what is going on. That is
another suffering. Just know that no gift of yours falls to the ground without first bearing much
fruit.
“Please embrace this prayer, fasting and self-denial as if you were trying to prevent My
crucifixion. Because I tell you truly, the pain I will suffer if we lose this battle will be like My
crucifixion all over again.
"Will you stand—for Me? Will you deny yourself—for Me?
"Remember: this will not go on forever. But the next two weeks are critical.

"I would also ask you to pray the Divine Mercy Chaplet and the Rosary, if possible. I never force
anything on anyone. But My mother’s tender heart is standing with all of us in this assault
against your government.
"If you are not willing, please pray, 'Lord I am willing to be made willing.’ And I will make your
sacrifices sweeter than you could have ever imagined.
"Plead the Blood over his staff and protection, that no traitor would be given access to him.
Pray for supernatural sensitivity for all of them. Pray Psalm 91 over them.
"And trust that no word of Mine will return void, but it will accomplish what I have sent it for. If
enough of you do these things, embracing them with your whole heart, We will have a victory.”

The Light is Still With You
January 22, 2019
Good evening, Heartdwellers. This is just a short
message - a re-cap of a message that was given back in
2016. Clare had opened our Rhema book up for a
rhema - and the Lord highlighted a portion of the
message: Judgement, War and Rapture Delayed.
I’ll be playing JUST the portion that He highlighted to
her from the book, not the entire message. But THIS
portion was His way of telling us, “Keep up the fasts.
Keep up the prayers. We are in NO way out of hot water - far from it!” But He wanted to
encourage us by telling us just how powerful your prayers ARE. And thank you, Heartdwellers.
(Jesus began) "Heartdwellers, you do not understand! Your prayers are powerful. You are
changing the world, you and other Christians who have truly dedicated your lives to prayer and
intercession. All of you brought together are a HUGE force. It’s not your power, it’s your hearts
that cry out that release My arm of grace and justice. You have moved on My Father’s heart,
and many plans to annihilate the people of the world have flat-out failed and will continue to
fail.
"I told you this before about the Elite's agenda, and the Obama administration, that things
would not go smoothly. Opposition and snafu would be met at every turn, depending on the
depth and commitment to prayer. Yes, instead of it going to the right, it would go to the left;
instead of it going down, it would go up; instead of it going around, it would go straight. Every
turn would be opposed by events My Father has put in place because of your prayers.
"Do not persecute the prophets among you who have been faithful to warn you. You owe them
your lives and the lives of your unsaved loved ones, who still have a chance. Do not fall in with

the unbelievers and ridicule the Rapture, or WW3 or Revelation - or anything like that. Do not be
a naysayer.
"Rather declare that OUR GOD REIGNS!! And that the prayers of the little ones, the simple ones,
the God-loving people of the Earth have broken the flask of their hearts and poured out the
ointment of petition on behalf of the inhabitants of the whole Earth.
"This must be your heart attitude, Dear Ones. God has been faithful to answer your prayers. And
though the signs of the times continue, wars and rumors of wars - the worst has been delayed
because you have worn calluses on your knees. I cannot tell you how long this delay will last, but
I will say that one move depends upon certain core moves. And those have been thrown into
confusion and evil is being withstood. So, the light is still with you."

Sing to Me
January 23, 2019

Sing to Me
Why don’t you sing to Me
With all your heart
And let our love flow freely
Sing to Me
My Darling cling to Me
For I am here with you
And long to share our songs of love.
Chorus
Lift your heart up and sing
My joy it will bring
Your soul will be saturated
Lift your heart up and sing
Let gratitude ring
Through Healing Waters overflowing
Stay with Me

Come spend this day with Me
For I am guiding you
It is My heart you're feeling
Stay with Me
Come dance and play with Me
I’ll fly so high with you
We’ll soar through rainbows gleaming.
Chorus
Lift your heart up and sing
My joy it will bring
Your soul will be captivated
Lift your heart up and sing
Our voices will ring
Through Living Waters flowing over
Stay with Me
Come spend this day with Me
For I am drawing you
It is your love I'm seeking
My heart is beating...

Results From Our Prayers for the President
January 26, 2019
Thank You, Lord Jesus, for sharing with us the results of
our prayers to encourage us to keep praying.
Lord, please grant us the gift of travail and self-denial
for the good of our nation and the world.
My dearest Heartdwellers, I have some updates for you
on how your prayers are working. And also, on how we
could fail and be in nuclear war overnight. This is
coming from several different HUMAN sources.
I've been told that, back in November, there was an attempt by a British submarine armed with
a nuclear-tipped Russian missile that almost succeeded in blowing up the White House with
President Trump and Vice President Pence inside. It's amazing to me, because I kept having
visions of such a thing being attempted.
The sub was destroyed by our military. If this had happened, Pelosi would have been President
and Hillary Clinton, Vice President. Pelosi would have stepped down and Hillary would have

become the new President of the United States—and plunged us into nuclear war with Russia.
Thank Almighty God it was stopped, because you were praying.
There is tremendous progress being made with the Clay Feet and their demise. But all I am
really permitted to say here is that no one has heard or seen from Obama or Hillary in quite a
while. I have heard that he loves to sing, especially in an enclosed room with a window facing
Mecca. But Hillary—not so much.
Interestingly, I've also been told that the United States has had to order prison ships from
Russia to handle the great round up for 50,000 indicted persons. It would seem that the
shutdown has given our President the opportunity to clean some things out in the Senior
Executive branch of the government; Congress and the Senate. I have also heard that Soros is
no more.
All I can say is that these various sources are highly regarded. But only the Lord has total truth.
And He's not talking about that. But I feel like He allowed me to hear these things to encourage
us. Because I've been asking Him for days, 'Please, Lord. Let us know how our prayers are
affecting the world?"
Now, here is some potentially good news, from the same source. This is what COULD happen if
we continue praying. It seems that different well-informed sources are saying that the Federal
Reserve will be shut down; the Gold Standard will become our new currency. A Jubilee will
happen where all debts are forgiven. If you own a house and are paying on it, it will be yours
without any further payments. If you have a car you are paying on, it will be yours. If you are in
debt, all debts will be forgiven.
Also, the IRS will be dismantled, and we will no longer pay income tax. However, we will pay tax
on purchased items and that will fund the government.
All of this can happen, because the Clay Feet have been stealing money from our government.
More money than you can even imagine. All our income tax, for decades. And that is going to
end, if Trump stays in office.
Can you imagine how wonderful it would be to have all debts forgiven, and evil corrupt men
and women cleaned out of the government? No more child trafficking. No more drugs, illegal
drug traffic. I mean, that probably is never going to happen. But it could be lessened. By maybe
70% or 80%.
Dear ones all of this good can be accomplished if only we will continue to pray for the
President’s safety. And also, humility. Being a new Christian, it is easy to get self-confident,
even as a seasoned Christian. And the Lord is helping me recognize more of my sinful nature.

But Donald needs a heart for the poor of our nation. The Lord has given us the poor so that we
could prove our love for Him through them. Yes, the poor are God’s gift to us to cherish and
nurture. They are our opportunity to show our great love for Jesus, because Jesus lives in them.
"Blessed is he who cares for the poor; the LORD will deliver him in the day of trouble. The LORD
will protect and preserve him; He will bless him in the land and will not surrender him to the
will of his foes." Psalm 41:1-2
President Trump is so very much in need of this kind of continuing favor with God.
Please, Heartdwellers, pray for humility and tenderness towards those who cannot be shining
examples of health, wealth and success. I don’t think he realizes that God’s choice for him was
prosperity.
But God’s choice for others may be poverty. This is an agreed upon thing before you are sent
into the world.
Jeremiah 1:5 "Before I formed you in the womb I knew you..."
I've been told by the Lord that the soul is given a choice about the circumstances of their birth.
Which begs the question, "Why would anyone choose to be poor?" I believe that in those
moments, understanding is imparted to the soul to understand ALL the HIDDEN dangers of
being rich. And because the soul is in Heaven, it doesn't choose according to the values of the
world, but the values of Heaven.
The Lord promises to deliver those who care for the poor. He promises to not surrender him to
the will of his foes. Please pray that Donald will receive this correction from Christians around
him. If his attitude does not change, I fear for him. Because God is the One who is protecting
him, and I don’t want to see him like King Nebuchadnezzar or turned over to the will of his
enemies.
So, my dear ones, you can see the stakes are high. The Lord has given us a choice, to live or to
die. Let’s persevere until the Lord releases us from prayer.
He did say clearly, “two weeks” and this Sunday will be the end of the first week. Next Sunday,
the end of the second week. Timing is critical.
Lord, have you anything to add?
"Clare, so much hinges on prayer. I know you are having struggles with abstinence and I want
you to set it aside right now. Your health is such that you cannot live under the stress of giving
up some foods. When you can, I honor it. But when you cannot, I do not condemn you, as the
devils have been tormenting, you to the point where you cannot draw close to Me in Prayer.

"I know your frame so much better than you do. I know the pain and the pressure you live with
and although it is a great gift to Me when you intentionally deprive yourself, you are not Anna in
the temple in Jerusalem, 1 A.D. you are Clare in a decaying society, serving Me with all your
strength, not knowing when it will all come to an end.
"I give you more strength for your work. But it is better for you that I do not give you the grace
for extravagant feats of fasting and self-denial. I know you wish you were like that, but it can
lead to a worsening case of pride than what you are already dealing with."
Yup... I got a bad case of Pride.
"And on that note," He continued. "There is nothing more noxious to Me than judgment of
others and a harsh spirit. That will most certainly lead to a state of not being able to see Me. So,
thank you, My Darling, for seeing yourself and your sin so clearly. Now I ask you: May we begin
again? Please, come to Me expecting to see and hear Me clearly, Little One."
After He said that, I let out a deep sigh.
‘Oh, thank You, Lord.’
The last four days have been so very hard, Heartdwellers. I was going to do a second message
about this, but He brought it up now. So, I will share with you what I've been going through.
I have gotten into pride and judgment and the Lord has allowed me to fail in other areas.
The first day I fasted, the Lord gave me the gift of travailing prayer, and I felt so good about it!
The second day, I could not connect at all. And since then, I have had some very flat days where
I just didn’t sense the Lord or the burden to pray. I prayed anyway, but not with a passionate
heart.
Then the Lord gently allowed me to see my pride in judging others. Impatience and pride.
Looking at the faults and mistakes of others, as if I didn’t have any. I knew something felt wrong
when I got into a critical mood, and I started complaining about this and that. And I could feel
the leaven of Pride lifting me up, as if I were appointed the judge over them. It felt very ugly...
And I began to repent, at least in my mind. But my heart was not grieved the way it should have
been. And that troubled me greatly.
I missed the Lord. He hadn’t been very present to me for days, and I knew I was not in a good
place. Then I began having monumental opposition to fasting and prayer. And I became so
weak and disoriented that I HAD to eat. And not just regular food! I had to have something that
tasted good.
I just went downhill from there.

So, if any of you are suffering from the same things, please, don't beat yourself up. Understand
that failing at the ideal abstinence is also a suffering, a very humiliating suffering.
But there is another perspective, dear ones. When the Lord hides Himself, we suffer. And that is
very legitimate and truly a cross in its own right.
Jesus continued, "So the prayer and whatever abstinences you can offer Me, I accept most
thankfully. Dear ones, if you fail at your targeted fast or abstinence, repent. Ask for more grace,
pick yourself up again, and keep going. And do check your heart to see if there is some
unrecognized sin that is opening the door for a fall.
"Don't be too anxious. There is nothing the devils would like better than to see you give up
prayer and fasting altogether, because you failed. And then they would try to send you into a
downward spiral of hiding and withdrawing from Me. Don't let this happen. If you have failed,
get back up. Repent. Ask for new strength and realize you are no spiritual giant.
"Many a Christian has fallen from grace because they tried to be too big for their britches, and
didn't want to settle for a second-best offering, even though I honor every single effort you
make on My behalf. I cherish it!
"I love each of you so tenderly and savor the sweet fragrance of sacrifice made willingly from
your hearts.
"Clare. Did you have something to say?"
Thank You, Lord. I have to say if we cannot offer the fasts we want to, be mindful that the Lord
allows inconveniences and snafus that cause extreme tension to work through. And this is an
acceptable fast offering when offered in a spirit of meekness and submission to whatever He
allows.
For instance, I had a terrible mess to clean up on Sound Cloud because of certain errors I made.
And my most important songs had not even been posted yet. It gave me a vice-grip headache
for the entire day and into the night. And what's worse, it took up all the time I could have used
on music that day.
When I realized that was allowed as a fast offering, I got calm and laid down with it. And the
only tension left was sorting out songs and getting them in their right places. In the end, it was
my fault, because I had not prepared the lists properly.
Jesus continued, "My people, when you accept adverse circumstances that are out of your
control in a spirit of meekness and submission to My will, you glorify Me by your love and
patience. Humility has many layers. And as you grow in My Spirit, you will find that I exercise
you in countless trials to bring out the very best in you.

"So, don't grow weary when things seem impossibly complicated. Rather step back, take a deep
breath, and ask Me, 'Lord, what are You doing here? And how can I cooperate with You?’
"The world will question your sanity in such moments, but eventually come to the conclusion
that you are different, because I live in you. They will know you are Christians by your love."
"Now, about the changes in your government. So little is being shown to you—and SO MUCH is
going on. This is deliberate, because most could not handle the truth.
"But for you that follow behind Me closely, and for those who have been given the task of
informing you, there is much truth to be disclosed if you listen very carefully. Your President has
done what no other president or world leader has ever done. Not because he is brilliant. But
because you are praying.
"There is much concern over his temperament, because great rulers fall through pride. Easily.
Traps are laid at the feet of those who are about to have a stunning victory. This is why you are
praying.
"I am with Donald and I love him dearly. I totally understand totally where he is coming from,
but he does not understand where I am coming from. He does not understand why I put the
poor on this Earth. He does not understand that his privileged birth was a gift from Me. He does
not understand truly, why people fail.
"The ideal training for him would be to accompany Sherry through the streets of NYC. And sit
and learn and live with the homeless. And listen to their stories. And to be able to see how they
have been gutted from within. Immobilized by depression. And have nothing left, not even an
ounce of motivation.
“Now, with barely a thought in My mind I could cause him to become immobilized by
depression. Then he would get a glimpse into what so many suffer in this world. But as it is now,
he does not understand. And has zero tolerance for losers."
Then the Lord did something different. He began to speak to the President. I have no idea if
he's going to get this or not. But this is what He had to say.
"Donald, do not force Me to take My Hand off of you. Study My life. Imitate My meekness. Make
the beatitudes your daily creed. Observe how I stood before rulers.
"You are accustomed to applaud and honor the great ones for their accomplishments. That is in
direct contrast to Me, who applauded the simplicity of life and littleness of the poor and sickly.
They had time for Me, and they had a heart for Me, which the rich did not.
"I experienced their suffering and entered into their hearts, living there with them. I saw their
upbringing and the constant wounding of spirit they suffered from circumstances totally out of

their control. I lived with the lepers and dried their tears. I knew the desolation of the prostitute
and her longing for love and respect.
"I made Myself in the form of human weakness, so that I could experience firsthand the trials
they suffered.
"I am not making excuses for the lazy. I am opening hearts to you so you can understand. The
poor you shall always have with you. And they do serve a very important function in your lives.
"Life is hard, and you have it within your means to remove some of the most pressing burdens of
the poor.
"Donald. Whatever you do to them, you have done to Me. You are perilously close to losing all
you have gained through presumption. All that you have and have accomplished has been
permitted by Me. Nothing you have—not your intellect. Your drive or wisdom. Not even your
health, is yours. All is a gift from Me that you have done well with.
"But pride proceeds a fall, and in your moment of greatest victory, you are the most vulnerable.
Allow Me to open your Bible randomly and read what I put before you—between the lines. It
will apply to you in some way. Be alert and expecting Me to speak to you personally. The life of
Moses and his ending are very good material for you.
"My word is a lamp unto your feet and a light unto your path. Psalm 119, 105-112
"Through this you will discover Me, how I feel and think. You will learn compassion and
meekness. You will take appropriate care of the poor and down-trodden. And I will in turn
sustain and protect you."
"Blessed is he who cares for the poor; the LORD will deliver him in the day of trouble. The LORD
will protect and preserve him; He will bless him in the land and will not surrender him to the
will of his foes.…" Psalm 41:1-2
"And finally. Do not take the credit for your victories. It belongs with Me—and Me alone. There
are millions around the world praying for you, Donald. That is why you have had supernatural
victories. It is not your skill alone that has accomplished so much.
"You have been an outstanding manager of what I have endowed you with, accounting for
thirty percent of your success. The other seventy percent belongs to the army of believers, some
of them disabled and poor, inspired by Me to pray for you.
"You and I are doing this together. I want you to acknowledge that in your heart, knowing that
you would not have survived to be inaugurated without My supernatural protection. I am with
you. Walk with Me in Humility. The humility of Moses. And do contemplate his end."

From Prison Ships to Glorious Mercy
January 27, 2019
Lord, I thank You for the Joy of helping You help others.
Thank You for stripping away all the sin that covers a
soul, when we truly look through Your eyes. And by
looking through the lens of Your Mercy, always show us
that precious Soul that You so desperately want to
bring back Home again, no matter how many layers of
darkness surround it. May we never look at any person
through any other lens than Yours. Amen.
As Clare said in the message Saturday, Week One of the two weeks the Lord has called us to
was FULL of offerings! We’ve all been given many things to give to the Lord for the sake of this
country, with all the problems and evils that threaten to tear us apart at any moment. From the
comments on her message, I have seen that you all are well acquainted to exactly what I am
talking about, too!
One of the things that Clare, Ezekiel and I have been offering is at least one period of intense
prayer together a day, along with our prayer Team. Typically, all this past week, around 10:00 in
the morning Ezekiel had been called into a state of suffering, often lasting upwards of an hour.
By around Thursday of the week, he was seeing that we were praying over souls of people that
were being tortured and executed, usually two or maybe three. But we weren’t sure, yet, of
just who or where they were.
Saturday morning, before that day’s message had been published, the Lord allowed us greater
insight into that.
We have somewhat fallen into a pattern over the past months, in times like this, this way. Clare
will call to let me know the Lord is calling us to prayer, because Ezekiel is experiencing serious
pain. Clare will take care of any physical comfort needs she can with Ezekiel, and then go and
celebrate a Lord’s Supper for the sake of whoever we are praying over. I will text the prayer
Team to come join us, and then ‘sit’, so to speak, with Ezekiel, praying with him on the phone
so that he doesn’t feel alone.
Saturday, the first thing Ezekiel said to me was, ‘He is on His Cross again.’ He knew that there
were not just one now, or two being executed - but MANY. Clare was still in the room when he
said that, and immediately added, ‘It’s at Gitmo. They are trying to get information out of
people, using strong means to get them to talk.’ They both asked me to alert those on the Team
who were priests, to then go to these people in the spirit, and offer them absolution and last
rites.
Soon, Ezekiel began to understand that some of these people were not actually IN Gitmo, but
on a Russian prison ship. And that many of them were from a Russian Orthodox background

and would readily understand and receive absolution. Many of them had been baptized as
infants, or children. But through their lives, they had been layered over with sins and self and
pride and the world... until they were barely recognizable. It was these souls, in particular, that
we would be praying over, and would understand. Ezekiel realized then, too, that our President
is not the only one trying to ‘drain a swamp’. President Putin is doing his own ‘draining'.
Interestingly, I was talking to a different member of our Intercessors later that afternoon, who
is also a priest. She said she had been sent in the spirit, independent of knowing anything that
Ezekiel was hearing and seeing, to several ships at the same time. And she was working with
Holy Spirit to go to many, many souls, to give them absolution and last rites.
Because this was all through the power of Holy Spirit, she knew that even though she only
seemed to be speaking to one soul - Holy Spirit was magnifying, or multiplying, her words. And
in this way, the absolutions were reaching many, many more at the same time. She was also
allowed to feel His power go out when they were received and accepted through Him.
The Lord told her that this was a gift to everyone who was involved; to have the opportunity to
co-labor with Him. To help souls we’ll never meet this side of the Veil. She said she would have
never considered that we could not only intercede for them, ‘at a distance’, so to speak,
through broad prayers like things like the Chaplets and rosaries. But to now be actively THERE
in the spirit to co-partner with Him, to give absolution in ‘real time’.
As we continued to pray, both Ezekiel and I began to feel a deep, deep sorrow in our hearts.
Ezekiel could now hear some of the souls that were dying. The Lord had appeared to them in
the spirit, and was telling them, ‘Come. I will forgive you. Just come. Receive Me.’ They were
realizing what they had done, the wickedness of their lives, their deeds. WHO they had been
serving in it all and how evil it all was. How evil he, the Enemy, was.
Here I’ll be quoting how Ezekiel described it to me:
“And they were falling to their knees before the Lord in amazement," he began. "That He was
willing to still show them Mercy. In deep sorrow and repentance, they were crying out, ‘But
Lord! How can You forgive ME?’ But He was. Jesus was touching them all, receiving them,
receiving their cries of repentance.
“These were relatively big, strong men - and they were sobbing. On their knees, just weeping at
His feet. The Justice of God was there, hovering over them. It seemed to have a mass of its own,
encircling them. I heard some of them saying, ‘Lord - I will accept ANY punishment from You for
what I have done. Anything! I deserve it all!’ They were saying, one after the other, ‘But it’s MY
fault! I’m guilty! I deserve Hell for all of these things!!”
“And the Lord simply picked up His hands, like He always does, and showed them the wounds.
And that Circle of Justice backed right away from them. Daddy-God came in then, and they

were all just regenerated, swept up in His arms. Holy. Pure. Changed back to what they were in
the beginning of their lives, like pure, innocent babies.
“Never before have I seen His mercy in that clear a light, that great a way.
“His Mercy over them was in direct response to the Heartdwellers; their prayers. Their
offerings. Their sacrifices for the sake of His Souls that were still lost and wandering; buried
under sin and darkness.
“When the prisoners were repenting, at first it was if the gates of Heaven had been shrouded
somehow. They couldn’t be seen through the 2nd Heaven atmosphere. But it was just the filth,
the smog of all the sins of the Earth had risen and clouded my view.
“But once Jesus showed them His hands, and Justice was pushed back away, it seemed as
though all of Heaven was watching. And all of Heaven came down, spearheaded by His Mercy,
right at the point, just like a spear. Our prayers, offerings, sufferings were ascending up through
our atmosphere into the 2nd heavens, while His Mercy was coming down. They collided headon; it was almost like a nuclear blast.
“This was like a major, breakthrough turning-point, because these people were receiving now
the Grace of True Contrition, True Remorse. So much so that even the angels, and certainly the
demons, backed WAY back and just stood there in awe of what was happening!
“When His Mercy and Grace met our little offerings—a huge gaping hole was opened, and this
indescribably beautiful Light came pouring through. God’s Justice gave way to His Mercy. Bigger
and grander, on a larger scale than I have ever seen in my life. THAT’S what our prayers are
doing. THAT’S what God is doing with all these things we are offering. The POWER of even the
smallest offering is just phenomenal…
“There is now a major, HUGE hole in the darkness that was blocking the way between Heaven
and Earth. It is allowing the Light of Jesus and Mercy to come through. It needs our prayers,
sufferings and offerings to KEEP that hole open and wide.”
Ezekiel told me later, that all the night before he had tried and tried to play a Mercy Chaplet, or
a rosary on his computer. But the only song he could get to ‘work’ was a song by Freddie Haler
called “Songs of the Angels”. A song about how the angels rejoice at the repentance of a single
sinner. These people, wicked as their deeds had been, were a beautiful part of the Great
Harvest the Lord speaks of. Now they would be with Him - eternally.
Oh, all praise to the Lord, Heartdwellers! All praise to the Father! All praise to Holy Spirit!
Next, Ezekiel was shown that even for many of the guilty souls listed in these indictments, who
were not yet IN prison... they, too, were receiving this same breakthrough, and they were
starting to understand. To repent. The Grace of True Repentance was reaching them, too. Jesus

was visiting them personally, because we have been asking Him to do just that! To tear through
the Darkness. To visit these soon-to-die ones and reveal Himself to them one last time. To give
them yet one more chance to see and find Him - and receive Him in Truth. This Light is such a
contrast to these souls, to the Darkness that they had been living in! Such a contrast to the lies
and deception they had lived under—some of them, most of their lives.
By now (it was around 11:00 or so) and this particular Battle was nearing its end. Ezekiel’s pain
was growing far less. And he remembered that all the Scripture readings he had received
through the night before had been about the Harvest & Fruitfulness.
As we talked together, we realized something I’d never thought of before. Not ONLY is the Lord
draining the Swamp - He is turning the filth of the Swamp into Glorious Victory for the Kingdom
of God. Yes, these people were dying - the ultimate punishment for their crimes that man
metes out. But Jesus was, at the same time, snatching them out of the hands of the one they
had been serving all that time - and bringing them Home, even at that last moment, to Glory.
How great is our God!
After we hung up, I went back to what I had been doing before the call: journaling. The glow of
Joy I was feeling at all the Lord had done was just washing over me, and I reached for my phone
to turn back on my worship music. And the first song that came up? The "Easter Song". Are
many of you guys old enough to remember that song? Keith Green wrote it, probably back in
the late 60’s.
It starts out: “Hear the bells ringing, they’re singing you can be born again.” Later in the song
the words are: “The angels, they all surround us, and they are ministering Jesus’ power. Quickly
now, reach out and receive it, for this could be your glorious hour.”
If that weren’t confirmation enough, as I was listening, I pulled the rhema: “If you will not
suffer, you will not be crowned. But if you desire to be crowned, fight manfully and endure
patiently.”
Two more confirmations: The next song that came on was about Mary, who we all know has a
GREAT hand in all of these things!
And then to finish up, Michael Card’s song “The Basin and the Towel”. I’ll quote some of those
words, too.
…And the call is to community
The impoverished power that sets the soul free
In humility, take the vow
That day after day we must take up the basin and the towel
In any ordinary place

On any ordinary day
The parable can live again
When one will kneel, and one will yield
Our Savior Servant must show us how
Through the will of the water
And the tenderness of the towel
The space between ourselves sometimes
Is more than the distance between the stars
By the fragile bridge of the Servant's bow
We take up the basin and the towel
We still have one more week to go, to fulfill His call to us for deep, entrenched prayer &
suffering for this nation, our President, and the world. Together, Heartdwellers, let us “suffer
and fight manfully, enduring patiently". And let us also “take up the basin and the towel” and
press in for the sake of the souls He is so dearly longing to bring Home—no matter WHO they
are, or what they have done in their lives.
Because, always He would remind us: If not for His Grace - we, too, could be on a prison ship
awaiting execution.

Gains From Intercession
January 29, 2019
Thank You, sweet Jesus, for Your encouragement and
direction, you have sweetened the waters of suffering
with your kind words.
Well, Heartdwellers, we are now in an important
season. In part, it is a time of balancing what we hear
and see on the outside with what we are on the inside.
Dear ones, as more and more corruption comes to light
in our government, we must balance that with
corruption in our own lives, so we do not fall into Pride or Self-righteousness.
What I mean is, we must recognize the corruption in our own lives. For if it weren't for the
Lord's Grace, we could easily be those people that are being brought to justice right now.
I believe this is why we are getting tried on many different levels. It always seems that when
the Lord calls us to uphold a heavy burden, He shows us our own sins. Which causes suffering,
not just from having to look at them, but from their consequences, as well. For as long as I have
understood Simon’s Cross, I have realized that the Lord saves the hard instruction for times

when we are offering up a suffering. So, it works out to 50% suffering for others, and 50%
suffering for our own sins.
Pride is a cardinal sin, a hinge on which other sins depend. When you take down Pride, the
others fall, as well. Right now, the Lord is working with many of us on our pride—and we are
seeing tremendous gains from our intercession. As well as growing in holiness.
And at that moment, when I thought about this, I opened Rhema to Suffering page 492 if you're
using the hard copy. Or page 494 if you are using a PDF.
Jesus said, “You must cleave to Me, dear children! All of you! But especially those of you who
choose to stand in the gap and suffer for those who have transgressed. Know, My dear children,
that your recent efforts have borne much fruit for the Kingdom of God. Many more of My
children are returning Home. My heart weeps with gladness at your efforts. The fragrance is as
sweet as My finest wines.
“There are many kinds of burdens I wish for you to recognize. There are delays that cause a
massive reorganizing of times and resources. There are sick children, sick pets and relatives.
When sickness strikes, it operates on many different levels: the inconvenience of taking care of
them, the extra burden on resources and time. But more than any other cross, is the emotional
cross of seeing suffering in your loved one. This is the heaviest cross you can have, the tragedy
of pain and suffering.”
“Many of you have suffered in order for these wayward ones to return; and your suffering has
been the sweetest of all gifts. How tenderly they touch My Heart. For My Heart has often been
battered and My labors scorned, and your efforts come as sweet consolation during a painful
time.”
And that was the end of the quote in the Rhema book.
Heartdwellers, I hope you have a copy of this book. It is wonderful. A wonderful compilation of
what God has taught us over the years. You can get it as a free download on HeartDwellers.org,
our web site. Or from Amazon. Or from us at no charge, if you send me a request in the mail. It
never fails to minister to me.
I always pray simply, “Holy Spirit, would you please choose a reading for me?” And I count on
Him to do that, because it truly ministers to me.
Lord, have You something to share here?
Jesus began, “Right now, in this moment, I am longing to step out from your computers and cell
phones and hug you, with tears in My eyes. Because I am so proud of how courageously you are
offering contradictions and sufferings for the world and your President.

"These who come to GTMO, having committed treason, are going to die. This is our last chance
to turn them around and save them. Your prayers are accomplishing wonders on Earth and in
Heaven.
“Don’t stop, My faithful ones. Don’t stop. I know at times the recognition of your faults and sins
seems overwhelming, but please do not forget: I AM the Good Shepherd. When a shepherd finds
a sheep with wire wrapped around its leg, he removes it gently. When he finds one who has
fallen into a pit, he retrieves it and tends to its wounds. When he sees one that obstinately
stomps its foot in defiance, he gently reasons with them, and offers a bit of sweet feed to lure it
back.
“These are times when much ugliness is being exposed. This is like a noxious weed that poisons
the sheep’s liver and eventually kills it. So, please do not graze at length on these sites. Touch it
lightly, be encouraged that things ARE happening, and move on to the good, fresh, green grass
and living waters of My words.
“All of you are ensnared in the wires of pride. Some are disfigured to the point where they
cannot even make one step in freedom; the grips of pride and defensiveness make it ever so
complicated and laborious. Add to that the poison-tipped arrows of Division and Selfrighteousness, and you have a herd of very sick sheep.
"But I do not allow you all to see how great is your sin; you couldn’t handle it. Just rest assured
you are more sinful than others, and you will be safe as I untangle your lives so we can run and
play together and scale the heights effortlessly.
“Where humility is great, freedom is great. Please, defer to one another out of love. Pray for one
another. Protect one another. Remember that you are secure from the traps Satan lays at your
feet if you have defeated your pride and self-interest. Be alert to the workings of Satan to set
you off. The very instant you feel animosity towards another, is when you have stepped into his
snare, meant to immobilize and suspend you helplessly as the demons close in and begin taking
bites out of you. I have come to cut you loose from the grips of such things, but it is far better if
you avoid them before you’re dangling upside down
“But I want to end this message as I began it. I love you. I love you SO very much! And how
pleased I am with your sacrifices!! Do not condemn yourself if you cannot live up to your goals
in self-denial. This may very well be allowed by Me to humble you, which is of far more value in
the long run.
“Come to Me, My Beloved Ones. Let Me hold you and kiss your foreheads and tell you what
wonderful things await you in Heaven. In this moment, there is no way for Me to show you My
appreciation for your sacrifices, as I would like to. But the day is coming when you will be
overwhelmed by My appreciation.

